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Relationships between parenting styles practiced in individuals’ families of origin

and the measurement of individuals’ spiritual maturity in adulthood were studied.

Relationships between gender and the authoritative (facilitative) parenting style

comprised the main focus of the study.

Participants for this study were recruited from a large, non-denominational

Christian church located in north Texas. A total of 300 individuals were randomly

selected. A total of 160 individuals filled out the demographic sheet, the Parental

Authority Questionnaire (PAQ), and the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI). Canonical

correlation procedures were performed among the set of SAI scales measuring 

individuals’ spiritual maturity (awareness, instability, grandiosity, realistic acceptance,

disappointment, and impression management) and the set of PAQ scales that measure

parenting styles (authoritative or facilitative, authoritarian, and permissive) of mothers

and fathers.

Conclusions about female and male students raised in homes characterized by

fathers and mothers with an authoritative (facilitative) parenting style were varied.

Female adults raised in homes characterized by fathers and mothers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style were not correlated in a positive manner with spiritual

maturity. Male adults raised in homes characterized by fathers with an authoritative



(facilitative) parenting style demonstrated significance at only a large observed p value

and therefore, could not be reported. Male students raised in homes characterized by

mothers with an authoritative (facilitative) parenting style were correlated significantly

with spiritual maturity in one correlation at the .04 level of significance. In another

correlation, at the .003 level of significance, male adults raised in homes characterized by

mothers with an authoritative (facilitative) parenting style were not correlated. Some

cautions were discussed regarding the findings, and directions for future research on

parenting styles and spiritual maturity were discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

Concepts of parenting styles and adult spiritual maturity from a Judeo-Christian

perspective make up the integral part of this study. Baumrind’s (1971) model of parental

authority with its multidimensional character, its typological clarity, and its empirical

efficacy was used to investigate relationships between parenting styles in individuals’

families of origin and spiritual maturity in individuals’ adult years. The concept of

spiritual maturity was viewed from an object relations viewpoint.

Home has been emphasized as being the center of spiritual formation (Bushnell,

1967; Coe, 1902, 1916, 1917; Nelson, 1967; Richards, 1970, 1975; Westerhoff and

Neville, 1974). Faith has been a vital part of daily living which has been best

“transmitted and supported by lifestyle, in that life and behavior afford the child the

concrete experiences necessary to frame an understanding of faith” (Dirks, 1989, p. 88).

Parents, or the primary caregivers in the home, have usually been responsible for

establishing a lifestyle that guides a child’s spiritual development (Gangel and Gangel,

1987; Guernsey, 1982; Smalley, 1984; Strauss, 1984). Regardless of this phenomenon, a

small amount of  research has been designed to measure the effect a parent has on a

child’s religious development (Meadow and Kahoe, 1984; Spilka, Hood, and Gorsuch,

1985). 
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Freud (1955, 1961) hypothesized individuals’ God concepts are primarily 

projections of attitudes and feelings towards their own father. Rizzuto (1979) suggested

that individuals’ concepts of God are largely projections of feelings and attitudes towards

either one or both parents. Several studies concerning the kind and loving nature of God

have been conducted from a psychoanalytic viewpoint (Spilka et al., 1964; Tamayo and

Desjardins, 1976). The results of the studies have apparently supported a strong

correlation between individuals’ perceptions of the loving and caring nature of God and

individuals’ perceptions of the loving and caring nature of their parents. Yet, research has

resulted in conflicted and mixed findings. Some study results have indicated no

relationship between individuals’ God concepts and parent concepts (Vergote and

Tamayo, 1980). Some studies have seemed to indicate a limited but statistically

significant relationship between individuals’ God concepts and father concepts

(Siegmann, 1961). Other studies have indicated a strong relationship only between

individuals’ God concepts and mother concepts (Nelson and Jones, 1957).  Still, other

studies seem to have indicated a strong relationship between the God concepts and both

the mother and father concepts (Godin and Hallez, 1965; Nelson, 1971; Strunk, 1959).

Relationships between parents and children are a complex, multi-directional

process of interactions (Bell, 1968, 1986). Still, parents usually seem to have the greater

power to implement long-term goals and plans for child development (Hoffman, 1975).

Eisenberg-Berg and Mussen (1978), Hoffman (1979), Jacob (1975), and Thompson and

Hoffman (1980) found parent-child relationships to be a primary determinant in moral

development. Hoffman (1963) found parent-child relationships are a primary determinant
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in moral behavior transmission. Studies by Coby and Kohlberg (1984), Hoffman (1978,

1981), and Thompson and Hoffman (1980) found parent-child relationships to be vital to

the development of empathy in children. Colby and Kohlberg (1984) discovered the

development of guilt to be primarily related to parent-child relationships. McCord (1988)

found a primary relationship between parents and children in demonstration of

aggression and antisocial behavior. Jacob (1975), Main and Goldwyn (1984), McCord

(1988), McCranie and Bass (1984), Raskin, Boothe, Natalie, Schulterbrandt, and Odle

(1971) found the same primary relationship in the development of depressive symptoms

in adult children. Buri, Louiselle, Misukanis, and Mueller (1988) found a primary

relationship between parents and children in the development of child and adult self-

esteem. Archer (1994), Hagen and Wallenstein (1995), Jagacinski and Nichols (1987),

and Pintrich and Garcia (1991) found parent-child relationships to be a primary factor in

the development of goal orientation and achievement behaviors. Clifford (2000) found

the development of mutuality, warmth, and physical intimacy in the spousal relationship

to be primarily related to the parent-child relationship. Finally, Wheeler (1989)

discovered the parent-child relationship to be a primary determinant in the development

of religiosity and spiritual well-being.

In view of the above research, it is evident parent-child relationships have

impacted a variety of areas of children’s lives throughout the life span. Parent-child

interactions seem to have formed a vital crucible of unparalleled influence. Therefore, the

impact of parental authority, or parenting styles, on adult spiritual maturity was examined

in this study.
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Statement of the Problem

Numerous studies have been examined in order to determine the impact of the

parenting relationship (Alwin, 1986; Dornbusch, Ritter, Leiderman, Roberts, and

Fraleigh, 1987; Ford, Massey, and Hyde, 1986; Lewis, 1981; Portes, Dunham, and

Williams, 1986).  Studies by Dudley (1978) and Erickson (1962), reanalyzed by Greeley

and Geckel (1971), Hoge and Petrillo (1978a, 1978b), and Hoge and Keeter (1976), have

examined the relationship between perceived parenting styles in the family of origin to

the religious commitment of children. Nonetheless, an electronic search of the databases

of ERIC, PsycLIT, and PSYCINFO found no studies that have examined what effect

different parenting styles have had on the spiritual maturity in either children or adults.

This study was undertaken to investigate parenting styles in individuals’ families of

origin and their relationship to individuals’ current level of spiritual maturity.

Definition of Terms

Spiritual Maturity – Spiritual maturity was defined from a relational perspective

(Hall and Edwards, 1995). Spiritual maturity includes the incorporation of two distinct,

but related, dimensions of individuals’ self-God relationship including awareness of God

in daily life and quality of one’s relationship with God. For the purposes of this study,

spiritual maturity was operationally defined by the 5 factor scale scores on the Hall and

Edwards (1996b) Spiritual Assessment Inventory. The scale included scores for

awareness and realistic acceptance which are considered positive aspects of one’s

relationship to God and represent spiritual maturity. The scale also included scores for

disappointment with God, grandiosity, and instability which have been considered
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negative aspects of one’s relationship with God. These scores represented lesser levels of

spiritual maturity.

Authoritative (Facilitative) Parenting Style – The parenting styles were limited to

the three styles identified by Baumrind and Black (1967): authoritative (referred to as

facilitative in this study), authoritarian, and permissive. Authoritative, or facilitative,

parents were noted to provide clear and firm direction for their children. They

encouraged autonomy, verbal give-and-take, personal growth, responsible maturity, and

appropriate involvement of their children in the family decision-making process coupled

with ultimate parental authority. Authoritative (facilitative) parents were also

characterized by warmth, reason, and flexibility (Buri, 1991).

Authoritarian Parenting Style – The authoritarian parent placed great emphasis on

obedience and punitive measures of discipline management. Unquestioning respect for

authority, along with absolute conformity to parental demands, were highly valued.

Authoritarian parents, with their detached and more emotionally distant interactions with

their children, did not encourage verbal give-and-take (Buri, 1991).

Permissive Parenting Style – The permissive parent was tolerant and accepting

toward the child's impulses and used as little punishment as possible. The permissive

parent did not assume responsibility for shaping a child’s behavior, but preferred instead

to allow considerable self-regulation by the child (Buri, 1991).

God – A Judeo-Christian interpretation of God was used in this study.

Canonical Correlation – Also called a characteristic root, is a form of correlation

relating two sets of variables. As with factor analysis, there may be more than one
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significant dimension (more than one canonical correlation), each representing an

orthogonally separate pattern of relationships between the two latent variables. The

maximum number of canonical correlations between two sets of variables is the number

of variables in the smaller set.

The first canonical correlation is always the one that explains most of the

relationship. The canonical correlations are interpreted the same as Pearson's r. Their

square is the percent of variance in one set of variables explained by the other set along

the dimension represented by the given canonical correlation (usually the first). Another

way to put it is to say that Rc-squared is the percent of shared variance along this

dimension. 

Canonical Variable or Variate – A canonical variable, also called a variate, is a

linear combination of a set of original variables in which the within-set correlation has

been controlled (that is, the variance of each variable accounted for by other variables in

the set has been removed). It is a form of latent variable. There are two canonical

variables per canonical correlation (function). One is the dependent canonical variable,

while the one for the independents may be called the covariate canonical variable. 

Canonical Coefficient – Also called the canonical function coefficient or the

canonical weight, the canonical coefficients are the weights in the linear equation of

variables which creates the canonical variables. As such, they are analogous to beta

weights in regression analysis. There will be one canonical coefficient for each original

variable in each of the two sets of variables for each canonical correlation. Thus, for the
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dependent set, if there are five variables and there are three canonical correlations

(functions), there will be 15 canonical coefficients in three sets of five coefficients. 

Canonical Scores – They are the values on a canonical variable for a given case

based on the canonical coefficients for that variable. Canonical coefficients are multiplied

by the standardized scores of the cases and summed to yield the canonical scores for each

case in the analysis. 

Structure correlation coefficients – They are also called canonical factor loadings.

A structure correlation is the correlation of a canonical variable with an original variable.

That is, it is the correlation of canonical variable scores for a given canonical variable

with the standardized scores of an original input variable. The table of structure

correlations is sometimes called the factor structure. The squared structure correlation

indicates the contribution made by a given variable to the explanatory power of the

canonical variate based on the set of variables to which it belongs. Structure correlations

are used for two purposes. 

Index Coefficients – They represent the correlation between scores on one

original unweighted variable from the first set and the weighted and aggregated original

variables of the other variable set (also called a canonical score).

Canonical variate adequacy coefficient – They identify the average of all the

squared structure coefficients for one set of variables (the dependent or the independent

set) with respect to a given canonical variable. This coefficient is a measure of how well

a given canonical variable represents the original variance in that set of original

variables. 
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Calculating Variance Explained in the Original Variables – The square of the

structure correlation is the percent of the variance in a given original variable accounted

for by a given canonical variable on a given (usually the first) canonical correlation.

Another way of putting it is that the structure correlation squared is the percent of

variance linearly shared by an original variable with one of the canonical variates. 

Interpreting the Canonical Variables – The magnitudes of the structure

correlations help in interpreting the meaning of the canonical variables with which they

are associated, much like how factor loadings help interpret the meaning of factors

extracted in factor analysis. A rule of thumb is for variables with correlations of 0.3 or

above to be interpreted as being part of the canonical variable, and those below not to be

considered part of the canonical variable. 

Limitations of the Design

Limitations with regard to the specific population utilized in the study may reduce

the extent to which results can be generalized.

1. The sample in the present study was a sample of convenience and was not a

random sample of all Christian adults and therefore, may not be representative of all

Christian adults.

2.   The relative homogenous nature of the sample did not reflect the greater

variance in the population with regard to demographic variables such as ethnicity, age-

range, socio-economic status, or marital status and, therefore, may reduce the extent to

which results can be generalized.
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3. All the data were collected using paper and pencil self-report instruments.

This method of data collection may be subject to the influence of social desirability and

fake-good response sets. Thus, the generalizeability of the results may be limited.

4. The lack of clarity and consistency offered in various studies to define

dimensions of spiritual maturity may present a concern over the measurement of

variables of spiritual maturity, thus affecting the extent to which results can be

generalized.

Purpose of the Study

Several areas have been researched regarding the determining impact of the

parenting relationship (Alwin, 1986; Dornbusch et al., 1987; Ford et al., 1986; Lewis,

1981; Portes et al., 1986). Studies by Dudley (1978) and Erickson (1962), which were

reanalyzed by Greeley and Gockel (1971), Hoge and Petrillo (1978a, 1978b), and Hoge

and Keeter (1976), have examined the relationship between perceived parenting styles in

the family of origin and a variety of relevant topics. The research has even included

perceived parenting styles in the family of origin and their relationship with the religious

commitment of children. Yet, after a recent literature review using the databases of

ERIC, PsycLIT, and PSYCINFO there were no studies found which examined what

effect different parenting styles have on the spiritual maturity in either children or adults.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the parenting styles practiced

in individuals’ families of origin are related to their measurement of spiritual maturity in

adulthood. The Parental Authority Questionnaire (PAQ) and the Spiritual Assessment

Inventory (SAI) were used to assess the nature of the relationship.
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Research Questions

The central impact of the home on spiritual formation in the lives of children, and

ultimately adults, has been established by a variety of researchers (Bushnell, 1967; Coe,

1902, 1916, 1917; Nelson, 1967; Richards, 1970, 1975; Westerhoff and Neville, 1974).

Negotiating the balance between autonomy and relationship or independence and

dependence is a vital part of the parenting role. Kegan (1982) viewed the negotiating of

this balance as an ongoing process that is developing and changing throughout the life

cycle. Guisinger and Blatt (1994) stated that interpersonal relatedness and self-definition

are vitally related. “An increasingly mature sense of self is contingent on interpersonal

relationships; the continued development of increasingly mature interpersonal

relationships is contingent on mature self-definition” (p. 104).

Object relations theorists conceptualize humans as relation-seeking (Bowlby,

1969;  Fairbairn, 1954; Guntrip, 1961; Sullivan, 1953). People, especially children, need

people. The search for and maintenance of relationships with others has always been a

primary goal and need of everyone. A person cannot be a person without appropriate and

meaningful contact with other people (Clifford, 2000). 

According to Hall (1996), it is theoretically possible to predict that the quality of

individuals’ relationships with God will be similar to the quality of their relationship with

others. Data gathered by researchers (Baumrind, 1971; Baumrind and Black, 1967;

Ginsburg and Bronstein, 1993; MacCoby and Martin, 1983) validate the belief that

particular environments do a better job of supporting and facilitating relationships than

others. Therefore, it is the opinion of this researcher that environments that tend to
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facilitate the development of quality relationships between people also facilitate the

development of quality, mature relationships with God. This researcher looked at how

adult individuals’ spiritual maturity is related to the parental environment which existed

in their family of origin. The study addressed four research questions.

Question I

Do female adults raised in homes characterized by fathers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as measured by

the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI) and Parental Authority Questionnaire (PAQ)?

Question II

Do male adults raised in homes characterized by fathers with an authoritative 

(facilitative) parenting style demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as measured by

the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI) and the Parental Authority Questionnaire

(PAQ)?

Question III

Do female adults raised in homes characterized by mothers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as measured by

the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI) and the Parental Authority Questionnaire

(PAQ)?

Question IV

Do male adults raised in homes characterized by mothers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as measured by
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the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI) and the Parental Authority Questionnaire

(PAQ)?

Research Hypotheses

In an effort to answer the above research questions, the researcher formulated four

hypotheses.

Hypothesis I

Female adults raised in homes characterized by fathers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style will demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as

measured by the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI) and the Parental Authority

Questionnaire (PAQ).

Hypothesis II

Male adults raised in homes characterized by fathers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style will demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as

measured by the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI) and the Parental Authority

Questionnaire (PAQ).

Hypothesis III

Female adults raised in homes characterized by mothers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style will demonstrate a high level of spiritual as measured by the

Spiritual Assessment Questionnaire (SAI) and the Parental Authority Questionnaire

(PAQ).
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Hypothesis IV

Male adults raised in homes characterized by mothers with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style will demonstrate a high level of spiritual maturity as

measured by the Spiritual Assessment Questionnaire (SAI) and the Parental Authority

Questionnaire (PAQ).

Review of the Literature

This section presents a review of literature related to object relations theory and

spiritual maturity, and parenting styles and spiritual maturity. Literature related to the use

of the Parental Authority Questionnaire (PAQ) and the Spiritual Assessment Inventory

(SAI) are presented in Chapter 2 of this study.

Object Relations Theory and Spiritual Maturity

           Jones (1991) and Richards and Bergin (1997) believe the epistemological changes

in the philosophy of science produced an increased openness in the field of psychology

toward spirituality. Theoretical and empirical investigations of the relationship between

spiritual maturity and psychological maturity have been ongoing for many years

beginning with the arguments of Freud (1955, 1959, 1961, 1964), who believed religion

was inherently pathological. Over the years, many empirical investigations of the

relationship between religion and mental health have resulted in a variety of findings

(Bergin, 1983; Gartner, Larson, and Allen, 1991; Levin and Vanderpool, 1987; Sauna,

1969).

Religion, from a Freudian perspective, is viewed as a defense mechanism that is

rooted in a transference process in which God is seen as an exalted father (Hall, 1996).
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Post-Freudian thought, with its emphasis on relational theories, views religion as a

relationship with God that is founded on individuals’ deep structure of internalized

relationships instead of as a universal obsession neurosis (Jones, 1991). The health of

individuals’ relationships with God parallel individuals’ object relations maturity.

Therefore, the primary area of investigations in the study of religious experience from an

object relations’ perspective are individuals’ relationships with God (Hall, 1996).

Miller (1991) in an attempt to inegrate spiritual and psychological maturity from a

relational perspective, described spiritual maturity as a meaning-making process which

includes autonomy and relationship, and fosters the development of interdependency,

intimacy, and the ability to self-give in love. According to Hall (1996), the contemporary

psychoanalytic perspective on religion—individuals’ relationships with God that both

reflect and change their internal object-relational constellation—correspond well to

Miller’s description of spiritual maturity. Rizzuto (1979) also proposed individuals’

private representations of God are a combination of their primary objects that are

continually transformed and reshaped as new experiences are internalized in their

representational matrices. The positive relationship between God image and level of

object relations development has been corroborated by a variety of empirical studies

(Birky and Ball, 1988; Brokaw and Edwards, 1994; Spear, 1994).

Another major internal shift in psychoanalytic theory developed from the work of

several theorists, in particular the work of Kohut (1984). He theorized that what is

internalized is a relationship rather than a static object. The focus shifted from

internalized introjects to internal and external relationships (Jones, 1991). Therefore, a
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more consistent study of spiritual maturity, in light of this contemporary, psychoanalytic

perspective, is one that emphasizes peoples’ relationships with God rather than strictly an

internal representation of object relations development and God image in a positive

manner. It is also possible to theoretically predict that relationships of individuals with

God will be similar to the quality of their relationships with others (Hall, 1996).

Rizzuto (1979) collected extensive data on 20 people in a systematic study of the

relationship between their psychological development and their formation of God images.

As a result, she concluded that the foundation for God images of individuals is

established in the earliest years of life, within the context of the mother-child

relationship. She also theorized that individuals’ concepts of God are dynamic processes

which are impacted by many significant others through each consecutive psychological

stage. Her discussions of Winnicott’s (1971) concept of transitional objects emphasized

that the God image is a personalized, representational, transitional object that is

increasingly cathected throughout development. Her focus was on the internalized God-

object rather than on a relationship with the God.

Theory and research in the area of God image and object relations has also been

extended through the work of McDargh (1983, 1986). In an effort to explore the

relationship between psychological and religious development from an object relations

viewpoint, he conducted an in-depth study of 12 individuals. He theorized that children’s

images of God originate in their relationship with the parent of the opposite gender. He

also suggested that children’s God image is a result of the influence of their unique inner

representational world. He stated:
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Whether a given individual relates to a particular object representation of God

with conscious belief, or unbelief, whether that representation is repressed,

rejected, embraced, or celebrated has everything to do with the dynamic origins of

that representation, its subsequent life history, and hence, if and how it may be

available to help the person sustain some sense of being a self-in-relationship.” (p.

256)

The various aspects of the relationship between object relations to God images

have been researched by a variety of people. Fay (1983) investigated the difference

between the conscious symbolic level of parent images and the memory content level of

parent images in terms of their interaction with God images. Corzo (1981) investigated

the impact of both depression and Christian faith on God images from an object relations

viewpoint. Birky and Ball (1988) explored the influence of parent images on God images

from an object relations perspective. They tentatively found support for their hypothesis

that idealized parent figures are very important in influencing the development of God

images. In fact, composite parent scores matched God image scores better than scores for

mother and father investigated separately. Brokaw (1991) substantiated the level of

object relations development is positively related with God’s love and benevolence, and

negatively related with images of God as wrathful, controlling, and irrelevant. Wootton

(1991) found significant correlations between God representation and two dependent

variables of quality of object-relatedness and defensive functioning. Knapp (1993)

discovered significant correlations between scores on the object relations and God image

measures while working with recent and long-term sober alcoholics. Finally, Spear
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(1994) contributed to object relations literature by discovering notable support for the

existence of a pre-conscious God image and its relationship to individuals’ matrices of

internalized objects. 

The previously mentioned research, according to Hall (1996), suggests that

individuals’ internal object world consists in part of a God image that is positively related

to their level of object relations development. As a result, the contemporary

psychoanalytic perspective that suggests individuals’ religious experience is related to

their representation of God that is formed and transformed as an internalized object is

strengthened.

Still, contemporary psychoanalytic thought regarding internalized introjects has

continued to go through a metamorphosis led by researchers like Klein, Sullivan,

Fairbairn, Guntrip, Winnicott and numerous others (Greenberg and Mitchell, 1983).

According to Hall (1996), numerous theorists have contributed to the relational/structure

model for personality, but none as clearly as Kohut.

Kohut (1984) theorized “a self can never exist outside a matrix of self-objects” (p.

61). He declared that relationships, which people always find themselves in, are what

provide the structure of the self. Special importance is given to what he called self-object

relationships. A self-object is another person who is experienced as an extension of

oneself and who meets an individual’s need for transcendence, acceptance, and belonging

(Summers, 1994). Kohut, along with others, further suggested that individuals do not

internalize static objects. Instead, individuals internalize relationships themselves or

patterns of relatedness. This implies that since relationships are internalized rather than
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introjects, it is internal relationships that are re-enacted and re-experienced in one’s

external relationships. Internal relationships are composed of a deep structure and are

changed through a logical process of interacting with external relationships. Therefore,

the focus becomes the interaction of internal and external relationships with significant

others instead of the mere interaction of internal introjects of significant others (Hall,

1996).

Kohut’s (1984) theory is a very important change in the psychoanalytic study of

religion. He posited a model that views what an individual internalizes is not simply

unchanging parental likeness. As noted above, individuals internalize a relationship or

pattern of relatedness. This approach changes the focus in the psychoanalytic study of

religion from the study of God image to the study of individuals’ actual relationships

with God. This approach also demonstrates the matrix of internalized relationships

(Jones, 1991). The significance of this type of focus is that God representations of

individuals are not solely intrapsychic, but they are also interpersonal in nature.

Therefore, the focus of contemporary psychoanalytic theory is relationship with God and

the constellation of internalized relationships (Hall, 1996). 

The concept of spiritual maturity is a subject that is congruent with the

contemporary focus on individuals’ interpersonal relationships with God. Spiritual

maturity has been defined in a variety of ways by various researchers (Hall, 1996).

Butman (1990) stated that spiritual maturity must be an observable measurement of an

“individual’s spiritual fruit” in order to be cogent to clinicians and researchers. Ellison

(1983) emphasized individuals’ satisfaction with God and life in his theory of spiritual
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well-being. Bassett, Sadler, Kobischen, Skiff, Merrill, Atwater and Livermore (1981)

explored spiritual maturity in terms of belief and behavior components. Malony (1985)

also defined spiritual maturity in terms of belief and behavior. However, Hall and

Edwards (1995) defined spiritual maturity from a relational perspective. Their model of

spiritual maturity provided a unique perspective that correlated well with a contemporary,

psychoanalytic perspective and with the purposes of the present paper.

Spiritual maturity from a relational perspective is an initial step, theoretically and

empirically, to surmount the barriers between contemporary psychoanalytic theory and

spirituality. There have been only a miniscule number of empirical studies conducted

from this specific theoretical perspective. Still, several theoretical articles have

investigated the relationship between spiritual and psychological maturity. Some of these

articles have used an object relations framework (Hall, 1996).

Carter (1974) theorized that both psychological and spiritual maturity involve

parallel processes of actualization and congruence, although their contents are different.

Shackelford (1978) conducted a theoretical study of dependence from an object-relations

perspective and concluded there are three stages of dependence: infantile, transitional,

and mature. Shackelford, from an object-relations perspective, described mature

dependence by three characteristics: (a) a differentiation between self and others, (b) an

attitude of giving in addition to the capacity to receive, and (c) the mechanism of

identification rather than incorporation. Mature dependence is the result of a

psychological process that internalizes early experiences of these characteristics as

demonstrated by parents and significant others (Hall, 1996). Pingleton (1984) conducted
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a similar theoretical study of relational maturity from an object-relations perspective. His

results were essentially the same as Shackelford’s. Similarly, Carter and Barnhurst

(1986), along with Benner (1988) and Jones (1991), have proposed that maturity in

relationship to God and others is a dynamic relationship and psychological and spiritual

functioning are inseparably related.

Parenting Styles and Spiritual Maturity

Research in the area of parenting styles has increased (Alwin, 1986; Baumrind,

1971; Buri, 1991; Dornbusch et al., 1987; Ford et. al., 1986; Lewis, 1981; Portes et al.,

1986; Rollins and Thomas, 1979). Baumrind (1967, 1971, 1980, 1983) provided vast

research and discussion on the ways parenting style impacts child development. For the

present study, Baumrind’s (1971) categories for parenting styles were used: authoritative

(facilitative), authoritarian, and permissive. These categories were the result of her study

of 32 three- and four-year-olds in which the children were evaluated as follows: (a) those

identified as self-reliant, self-controlled, explorative, and content; (b) those identified as

discontent, withdrawn, and distrustful; and (c) those who had little self-control or self-

reliance and tended to retreat from novel experiences. The parents of the children were

evaluated according to the following criteria: (a) parental control, (b) parental maturity

demands, (c) parent-child communication, and (d) parental nurturance.

Parental control was characterized by several criteria including consistency of

reinforcing parental directives, resistance of acquiescing to a child’s demands, and ability

to exert influence over the child. Parental control was used to refer to “those parental acts

that are intended to shape the child’s goal-oriented activity, modify his expression of
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dependent, aggressive, and playful behavior, and promote internalization of parental

standards” (Baumrind, 1967, p.54). Parental maturity demands “referred to both the

pressures put upon the child to perform at least up to ability in intellectual, social, and

emotional spheres (independence-training)” (p. 55). Parent-child communication

measured the “extent to which the parent used reason to obtain compliance, solicited the

child’s opinions and feelings, and used open rather than manipulative techniques of

control” (p. 56). Parental nurturance referred to the “caretaking functions of the parent . .

. [which included] those parental acts and attitudes that expressed love and were directed

at guaranteeing the child’s physical and emotional well-being” (p. 57). Parental

nurturance  was conveyed by emotional warmth and personal involvement. Warmth was

demonstrated by the parent’s love and compassion through sensory stimulation, verbal

affirmations, and tenderness. Involvement was conveyed by pride and pleasure in the

child’s accomplishments expressed by praise, interest, and protection of the child’s

welfare (Freudenberger, 1993).

Baumrind (1971) noted that permissive parents tended to make fewer demands on

their children, preferring to allow their children to regulate their own activities as much

as possible. Permissive parents did not see themselves as responsible for shaping the

behavior of their children. Although they tended to react in an accepting and affirmative

manner to their children’s wishes, clear rules were not set and punishment was minimal.

Authoritarian parents, on the other hand, tended to place great emphasis on obedience

and punitive measures of discipline management. Unquestioning respect for authority,

along with absolute conformity to parental demands, tended to be highly valued.
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Authoritarian parents, with their detached and more emotionally distant interactions with

their children, did not encourage verbal give-and-take. Authoritative (facilitative)

parents, however, tended to provide clear and firm direction for their children. They were

more likely to encourage autonomy, verbal give-and-take, and appropriate involvement

of their children in the family decision-making process coupled with ultimate parental

authority. Authoritative parents were also characterized by warmth, reason, and

flexibility (Buri, 1991).

Research conducted by Baumrind (1967, 1970, 1971, 1980), Baumrind and Black

(1967), and MacCoby and Martin (1983) indicated there are many differences among the

children raised in homes characterized by the various parenting styles. Children from

authoritative (facilitative) homes were more self-controlled, explorative, self-reliant, self-

assertive, realistic, competent, content, and academically motivated. In fact, Ginsburg

and Bronstein (1993) suggested an overall intrinsic motivation toward learning. Children

from authoritarian homes, when compared to those of authoritative (facilitative) homes,

tended to be less content, more insecure and apprehensive, less affiliating toward peers,

and more likely to become hostile or regressive under stress” (Baumrind, 1967, p. 81).

They were less likely to engage in exploratory and challenge-seeking behavior, lacked

initiative, were unhappy, and had low self-esteem (Gonzalez, 1998). Additionally,

Ginsburg and Bronstein  found a relationship between the authoritarian style and a need

for extrinsic motivation in children. Finally, children from permissive homes usually

lacked self-control and self-reliance. They tended to be more impulsive, intolerant of

frustration, disobedient, and low in perseverance. Ginsburg and Bronstein found children
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raised in permissive homes had lower academic performance and a higher need for

extrinsic motivation.
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CHAPTER II

PROCEDURES

The researcher attempted to determine if there was a relationship between the

current level of adult spiritual maturity and the parenting style of the family of origin.

This study utilized the Parental Authority Questionnaire (PAQ) and the Spiritual

Assessment Inventory (SAI) for data collection.

Participants

Participants were recruited from a large, non-denominational church located in

northern Texas. A total of 300 individuals were randomly selected for this study. A total

of 160 individuals filled out the demographic sheet, the Parental Authority Questionnaire

(PAQ), and the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI). The group included 68 males

(42.5%) and 92 females (57.5%). No one was excluded on the basis of race, religion, or

ethnicity.

Additional demographic information was collected for the entire group. The

participants ranged in age from 18 to 74 years of age and included 138 (86.3%) married,

11 (6.9%) single, 9 (5.6%) divorced, and 2 (1.3%) widowed individuals. Almost 72%

(115) of the participants grew up in a Christian home, and 83.1% (133) of them currently

attend church at least once a week or more. In terms of ethnicity, 150 (93.8%) were

Caucasian, 6 (3.8%) Native American, 2 (1.3%) Hispanic, 1 (.6%) African-American,
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and 1 (.6%) international. Over half (56.3%) of the individuals reported an annual income

over $75,000.

Instrumentation

Two self-report instruments were used in the study–The Parental Authority

Questionnaire (Baumrind, 1971) and The Spiritual Assessment Inventory (Hall and

Edwards, 1996a). In addition to the two self-report instruments, an informed consent and

demographic sheet were also distributed to participants. These forms can be found in

appendices A and B, respectively.

The Parental Authority Questionnaire (PAQ)

The Parental Authority Questionnaire (PAQ) is based on Baumrind’s (1971)

parental authority prototypes—authoritative (facilitative), authoritarian, and permissive.

The PAQ was developed by Buri (1991) as a substitute for Baumrind’s interview and

observation methods and contains thirty 5-point Likert items. Ten items measure parental

permissiveness, 10 items measure parental authoritarianism, and 10 items measure

parental authoritativeness (facilitative). The questionnaire is used to evaluate each parent

and produces 6 scores for each subject: mother’s permissiveness, mother’s

authoritarianism, mother’s authoritativeness (facilitative), father’s permissiveness,

father’s authoritarianism, and father’s authoritativeness (facilitative) (Freudenberger,

1993).

Test-retest results of the PAQ, using a sample population of 61 college students

over a two-week interval, produced reliability results of .81 for mother’s permissiveness,

.86 for mother’s authoritarianism, .78 for mother’s authoritativeness (facilitative), .77 for
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father’s permissiveness, .85 for father’s authoritarianism, and .92 for father’s

authoritativeness (facilitative). Responses of 185 college students to the PAQ yielded the

following Cronbach coefficient alpha values for each of the six PAQ scales: .75 for

mother’s permissiveness, .85 for mother’s authoritarianism, .82 for mother’s

authoritativeness (facilitative), .74 for father’s permissiveness, .87 for father’s

authoritarianism, and .85 for father’s authoritativeness (facilitative). Considering the fact

that the individual scales have only 10 items, the test-retest reliabilities and Cronbach

alpha coefficients were highly respectable. A sample of 127 college students was used to

determine the discriminant-related validity on the PAQ. Mother’s authoritarianism was

inversely related to mother’s permissiveness (r = -.38, p < .0005), and to mother’s

authoritativeness (facilitative) (r = -.48, p < .0005). Father’s authoritarianism was

inversely related to father’s permissiveness (r = -.50, p < .0005, and to father’s

authoritativeness (facilitative) (r = -.52, p < .0005). Mother’s permissiveness was also

found significantly related to mother’s authoritativeness (facilitative) (r = .07, p > .10),

and father’s permissiveness was not significantly related with father’s authoritativeness

(facilitative) (r = .12, p > .10) (Freudenberger, 1993).

The correlation between parental warmth and parental nurturance for each

parenting style was examined by criterion-related validity. The authoritative parenting

style was highest in parental nurturance for mothers (r = .56, p < .0005) and fathers (r = 

.68, p < .0005); authoritarian style was inversely related to nurturance for mothers (r = -

.36, p < .0005) and for fathers (r = -.53, p < .10); and permissive style was unrelated to

nurturance for mothers (r = .04, p < .10) and fathers (r = .13, p < .10). Therefore, parental
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warmth was confirmed to be a function of parental authority in the PAQ measurement

(Freudenberger, 1993). Also, the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale produced no

statistically significant values indicating the PAQ could not be discredited by response

biases. Finally, the PAQ was normed on a high school population of 108 upper-class

students, and a college population of 171 students (Freudenberger, 1993).

The ability of PAQ to accurately measure Baumrind’s (1967) parenting style

prototypes was further validated by Buri, et al. (1988). They discovered a strong, positive

relationship between parental authoritativeness (facilitative) and adolescent self-esteem,

an inverse relationship between parental authoritarianism and adolescent self-esteem, and

no relationship between parental permissiveness and adolescent self-esteem. According

to Buri (1991), this declared the PAQ to be a valid measure of Baumrind’s parenting

style prototypes (Freudenberger, 1993).

The Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI)

The most recent form of the Spiritual Assessment Inventory is a 47-item self-

report inventory (7 of the items have two parts) designed to assess spiritual maturity from

a framework that integrates object relations theory and a theology of communication with

God. The SAI was founded on the belief that human beings are fundamentally relational.

Spiritual development from this viewpoint is seen in a relational context. The perspective

of relationship quality incorporated in the SAI has been directly derived from object

relations theory where relationships are viewed as centrally vital to healthy development. 

The SAI consists of two subscales, the Quality of Relationship with God subscale

and the Awareness of God subscale. The subscales are used to identify six factors: (a) 
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Awareness–measures individuals’ increasing awareness of how God is involved in every

aspect of their lives; (b) Instability–measures individuals’ inability to integrate good and

bad self- and other-images due to excessive splitting and projection; (c) Grandiosity–

measures individuals’ tendencies to be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies and their

tendency to present themselves as better than others; (d) Realistic Acceptance–measures

individuals’ abilities to integrate both disappointments and positive experiences with God

and others; (e) Disappointment–measures individuals’ unrealistic demands on God which

cause a great deal of disappointment and frustration with God; and (f) Impression

Management–measures test-taking attitudes as they relate to some exaggerated, virtuous,

and common spiritual behavior or attitude. The scale addresses characteristics of a

frequency and intensity that most religious people would not experience. Profiles, which

indicate a strong endorsement of the items associated with the Impression Management

scale, represent a test-taking approach that needs to be taken into account when

interpreting a scale profile.   Four levels of the Quality of the Relationship with God are

obtained through the Instability, Grandiosity, Disappointment, and Realistic Acceptance

subscales.  The awareness of God dimension of the SAI is comprised of the Awareness

subscale (Horton, 1998).

Scores are derived by the use of a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1–not at all

true of me to 5–very true of me. Hall and Edwards (1996a), using the Bell Object

Relations Inventory, reported factor analyses and correlations that are supportive of the

underlying theoretical base of the SAI, making the instrument a useful research and

clinical tool. The SAI also included an experimental 5-item lie scale which is designed to
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measure an honest response set. Factor analyses conducted by Hall and Edwards (1996b)

have consistently validated the above mentioned factors. The internal consistency ranges

from .46 to .88. Cronbach’s coefficient alphas estimated the reliability of the factor scales

as follows: Awareness, .95; Disappointment, .90; Realistic Acceptance, .83; Grandiosity,

.73; and Instability, .84. No alpha coefficient is presented for the other scales (Horton,

1998).

Collection of Data

Approval was obtained from the University of North Texas Committee for the

Protection of Human Subjects. The researcher randomly distributed 300 packets of

material to those in attendance at a regular Sunday morning worship service. Each person

was given a packet containing an Informed Consent Form (see Appendix A), a

Demographic Form (see Appendix B), a copy of the Parental Authority Questionnaire

(Buri, 1991) (see Appendix C), and the Spiritual Assessment Inventory (Hall and

Edwards, 1996a) (see Appendix D). Participants were allowed to take the materials home

and return them within a two-week period of time. Participants did not identify

themselves on the informed consent or questionnaires. This procedure was followed in

order to assure participants’ responses were anonymous and their confidentiality

protected.

Research Design

The design of the study was correlational. Canonical correlational procedures

were performed between a set of scales that measure spiritual maturity (Set 1–SAI) and a

set of scales which measure Parenting Style for mother and father (Set 2–PAQ). Six sets
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of canonical correlations were performed between SAI and PAQ. The alpha criterion

ranged from .05 to .10 and the variate cutoff correlation is .30. This was done to increase

the power of the study due to the small sample (Thompson, 1984).
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Data

Canonical correlational procedures were performed among a set of scales that

measure spiritual maturity (Set 1-SAI) and a set of scales which measure parenting style

for mother and father (Set 2-PAQ). Set 1, SAI items included: awareness,

disappointment, realistic acceptance, grandiosity, instability, and impression

management. Set 2, PAQ items included: permissive, authoritarian, and authoritative

(facilitative). The PAQ items were rated for both mother and father. The variables for the

SAI scales were labeled respectively: Awareness - SAI_AWA; Disappointment -

SAI_DIS; Realistic Acceptance - SAI_REAL; Grandiosity - SAI_GRAN; Instability -

SAI_INST; Impression Management -SAI_IMPR. The variables for the PAQ scales were

labeled respectively, for rating mother: Permissive - PAQPER_M, Authoritarian -

PAQATR_M, and Authoritative (Facilitative) PAQATV_M; for rating father: Permissive

- PAQPER_F, Authoritarian - PAQATR_F, and Authoritative (Facilitative) -

PAQATV_F.

Six sets of canonical correlations were performed between SAI and PAQ. The

alpha criterion ranged from .05 to .10 and the variate cutoff correlation was .30. This was

done to increase the power of the study due to the small sample (Thompson, 1984). The

canonical correlations were recorded in six tables: Table 1 (Appendix E, p. 62) - All
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respondents’ (male and female ) SAI scores with rating mother on PAQ (Permissive -

PAQPER_M, Authoritarian - PAQATR_M, and Authoritative [Facilitative] -

PAQATV_M); Table 2 - All respondents’ SAI scores with rating father on PAQ

(Permissive – PAQPER_F, Authoritarian – PAQATR_F, and Authoritative [Facilitative]

– PAQATV_F); Table 3 – Females’ SAI scores with rating mother on PAQ; Table 4 –

Females’ SAI scores with rating father on PAQ; Table 5 – Males’ SAI scores with rating

mother on PAQ; and Table 6 – Males’ SAI scores with rating father on PAQ.

Table 1 (Appendix E, p. 62) does not address any of the hypotheses of this study.

Table 1 was included for comparative study. Table 1 presents a canonical correlation

between all respondents’ (male and female) SAI scores and PAQ scores rated for mother.

The first canonical correlation was .425 (18% overlapping variance). The remaining two

canonical correlations were effectively zero. With all three canonical correlations

included, Wilk’s lambda was .76, chi-square was 34, and the observed probability was p

= .013 with df = 18.The first pair of canonical variates for set 1 and set 2 variables

accounted for the significant relationships between the two sets of variables. 

Data on the first pair of canonical variates appear in Table 1 (F-Q). Shown in the

table are correlations between the variables and the canonical variates: Table 1 J, L

(structure coefficients); raw and standardized canonical function coefficients: Table 1 F,

G, H, I (canonical function weights); within-set-variance accounted for by the canonical

variates: Table 1 N, P (adequacy coefficients); index coefficients: Table 1 K, M; and

redundancies: Table 1 O, Q.
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Structure Coefficients

In Table 1 J, L (structure coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical

variate (weighted SAI) were: awareness (.46), disappointment (-.28), grandiosity (.73),

and impression management (.73). The variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with

the set 2 canonical variate (weighted PAQ) were: authoritarian (.30) and authoritative

(.66). 

Index Coefficients

In Table 1 K, M (index coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 2 canonical

variate (weighted PAQ) were: grandiosity (.31), and impression management (.31). The

variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical variate (weighted

SAI) were: authoritative (.28).

Adequacy Coefficients

In Table 1 N, 0 (adequacy coefficients), the proportion of variance of the set 1

variables (SAI), accounted for by its own canonical variate (weighted SAI) was 24%

variance. The proportion of variance in the set 2 variables (PAQ), accounted for by its

own canonical variate (weighted PAQ) was 18% variance.  

Interpretation of the First Canonical Variate

The structure coefficients for SAI items and the SAI canonical variate indicated

that the relationship between the SAI canonical variate (weighted SAI) and the individual

ratings for the SAI items were composed of positive associations between the awareness,
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grandiosity, and impression management items along with the SAI canonical variates. On

the other hand, the structure coefficients indicated a negative association between

disappointment and the SAI canonical variate. Taken together these items suggested that

the canonical SAI (weighted SAI) represented a spirituality level comprised of a high

awareness of God accompanied by realistic demands of God resulting in low levels of

disappointment and frustration with God in daily life. There was also a tendency to be

preoccupied with grandiose fantasies of God. The high impression management value

noted the presence of an attitude among participants that possibly led to exaggerated

scores. The index coefficients indicated that this weighted SAI score had a large positive

association with an authoritative parenting style, as rated for mothers by all respondents. 

Table 2 (Appendix F, p. 68) does not address any of the hypotheses of this study.

Table 2 was included for comparative study. Table 2 presents a canonical correlation

between all respondents’ (male and female) SAI scores and PAQ scores rated for father.

The first canonical correlation was .379 (14% overlapping variance). The remaining two

canonical correlations were effectively zero. With all three canonical correlations

included, Wilk’s lambda was .79, chi-square was 28, and the observed probability was p

= .06 with df = 18.

The first pair of canonical variates for set 1 and set 2 variables accounted for the

significant relationships between the two sets of variables. The observed probability for

the first canonical correlation was close to the alpha criterion of .05. The present sample

size was just under the suggested guideline of 20 cases per variable. In the present study,

180 cases would be needed to meet this criterion, whereas only 160 cases were utilized.
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With larger sample sizes (e.g. 20 more cases), a medium effect size of .379 would have

resulted in a statistically significant result. Therefore, for the purposes of the present

study, the .379 canonical correlation was deemed an interesting result that deserved

attention, despite the low power to reject the null hypothesis at an alpha of .05

(Thompson, 1984).  

Data on the first pair of canonical variates appear in Table 2 (F-Q). Shown in the

table are correlations between the variables and the canonical variates: Table 2 J, L

(structure coefficients); raw and standardized canonical function coefficients: Table 2 F,

G, H, I (canonical function weights); within-set-variance accounted for by the canonical

variates: Table 2 N, P (adequacy coefficients); index coefficients: Table 2 K, M; and

redundancies: Table 2 O, Q.

Structure Coefficients

In Table 2 J, L (structure coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical

variate (weighted SAI) were: awareness (.69), disappointment (-.49), grandiosity (.49),

and impression management (.77). The variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with

the set 2 canonical variate (weighted PAQ) were authoritative (.89).

Index Coefficients

In Table 2 K, M (index coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 2 canonical

variate (weighted PAQ) were: impression management (.29). The variables in the PAQ
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set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical variate (weighted SAI) were:

authoritative (.34).

Adequacy Coefficients

In Table 2 N, 0 (adequacy coefficients), the proportion of variance of the set 1

variables (SAI), accounted for by its own canonical variate (weighted SAI) was 27%

variance. The proportion of variance in the set 2 variables (PAQ), accounted for by its

own canonical variate (weighted PAQ) was 27% variance.  

Interpretation of the First Canonical Variate

The structure coefficients for SAI items and the SAI canonical variate indicated

that the relationship between the SAI canonical variate (weighted SAI) and the individual

ratings for the SAI items were composed of positive associations between awareness,

grandiosity, and impression management items, and the SAI canonical variates. There

was a negative association between disappointment and the SAI canonical variate. Taken

together these items suggested that the canonical SAI (weighted SAI) represented a

spirituality level comprised of a high awareness of God in daily life, a low level of

frustration with God, and a tendency to be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies of God.

The high impression management score indicated the possible presence of an exaggerated

attitude among the participants that could have incorrectly impacted the test scores. The

index coefficients indicated that the weighted SAI score had a large positive association

with an authoritative parenting style, as rated for fathers by all respondents.

Table 3 (Appendix G, p. 74) documents the rejection of Hypothesis III of this

study. Table 3 presents a canonical correlation between female respondents, SAI scores
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and PAQ scores rated for mother. The first canonical correlation was .46 (21%

overlapping variance). The remaining two canonical correlations were effectively zero.

With all three canonical correlations included, Wilk’s lambda was .686, chi-square was

26, and the observed probability was p = .09 with df = 18. The first pair of canonical

variates for set 1 and set 2 variables accounted for the significant relationships between

the two sets of variables. This canonical correlation was near significance, and

represented a medium to large effect size. This was considered a result worthy of

attention.

Data on the first pair of canonical variates appear in Table 3(F-Q). Shown in the

table are correlations between the variables and the canonical variates: Table 3 J, L

(structure coefficients); raw and standardized canonical function coefficients: Table 3 F,

G, H, I (canonical function weights); within-set-variance accounted for by the canonical

variates: Table 3 N, P (adequacy coefficients); index coefficients: Table 3 K, M; and

redundancies: Table 3 O, Q.

Structure Coefficients

In Table 3 J, L (structure coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical

variate (weighted SAI) were: awareness (.32), grandiosity (.64), instability (.41), and

impression management (.58). The variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the

set 2 canonical variate (weighted PAQ) were: permissive (-.31), authoritarian (.46) and

authoritative (.56).

Index Coefficients
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In Table 3 K, M (index coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were associated with the set 2 canonical

variate (weighted PAQ) were grandiosity (.29) and impression management (.27). The

variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical variate (weighted

SAI) were authoritative (.26). 

Adequacy coefficients

In Table 3 N, 0 (adequacy coefficients), the proportion of variance of the set 1

variables (SAI), accounted for by its own canonical variate (weighted SAI) was 18%

variance. The proportion of variance in the set 2 variables (PAQ), accounted for by its

own canonical variate (weighted PAQ) was 21% variance.  

Interpretation of First Canonical Variate

The structure coefficients for SAI items and the SAI canonical variate indicated

that the relationship between the SAI canonical variate (weighted SAI) and the individual

ratings for the SAI items were composed of medium positive associations between the

awareness, grandiosity, instability, impression management items, and the SAI canonical

variates. Taken together these items suggested that the canonical SAI (weighted SAI)

represented a spirituality level comprised of a high awareness of God in daily life, a

tendency to be unable to integrate good and bad self- and other-images, and a tendency to

be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies of God. The high impression management score

indicated the possible presence of an exaggerated attitude among the participants that can

incorrectly impact the test scores. The index coefficients indicated that this weighted SAI
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score was positively associated with an authoritative parenting style, as rated for mothers

by women.

Table 4 (Appendix H, p. 80) documents the rejection of Hypothesis I of this

study. Table 4 presents a canonical correlation between female respondents SAI scores

and PAQ scores rated for father. The first canonical correlation was .48 (23%

overlapping variance). The remaining two canonical correlations were effectively zero.

With all three canonical correlations included, Wilk’s lambda was .681, chi-square was

27, and the observed probability was p = .08 with df = 18. The first pair of canonical

variates for set 1 and set 2 variables accounted for the significant relationships between

the two sets of variables. This canonical correlation was near significance, and

represented a medium to large effect size that was considered a result worthy of attention.

Data on the first pair of canonical variates appear in Table 4 (F-Q). Shown in the

table are correlations between the variables and the canonical variates: Table 4 J, L

(structure coefficients); raw and standardized canonical function coefficients: Table 4 F,

G, H, I (canonical function weights); within-set-variance accounted for by the canonical

variates: Table 4 N, P (adequacy coefficients); index coefficients: Table 4 K, M; and

redundancies: Table 4 O, Q.

Structure Coefficients

In Table 4 J, L (structure coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical

variate (weighted SAI) were: awareness (.53), grandiosity (.43), instability (.32), and

impression management (.58). The variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the
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set 2 canonical variate (weighted PAQ) were: permissive (-.43), authoritarian (.42), and

authoritative (.60).

Index Coefficients

In Table 4 K, M (index coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were associated with the set 2 canonical

variate (weighted PAQ) were: impression management (.28) and awareness (.25). The

variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical variate (weighted

SAI) were: authoritative (.29). 

Adequacy Coefficients

In Table 4 N, 0 (adequacy coefficients), the proportion of variance of the set 1

variables (SAI), accounted for by its own canonical variate (weighted SAI) was 16%

variance. The proportion of variance in the set 2 variables (PAQ), accounted for by its

own canonical variate (weighted PAQ) was 24% variance.

Interpretation of First Canonical Variate 

The structure coefficients for SAI items and the SAI canonical variate indicated

that the relationship between the SAI canonical variate (weighted SAI) and the individual

ratings for the SAI items are composed of medium positive associations between the

awareness, grandiosity, instability, impression management items, and the SAI canonical

variates. Taken together, these items suggested that the canonical SAI (weighted SAI)

represented a spirituality level comprised of a high awareness of God in one’s daily life, a

tendency to be unable to integrate good and bad self- and other-images, and a tendency to

be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies of God. The high impression management score
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indicated the possible presence of an exaggerated attitude among the participants that

incorrectly impacted the test scores. The index coefficients indicated that this weighted

SAI score was positively associated with an authoritative parenting style, as rated for

fathers by women.

Table 5 (Appendix I, p. 86) demonstrates the acceptance of Hypothesis IV at the

.04 level of acceptance and the rejection of Hypothesis IV at the .003 level of

significance. Table 5 presents the canonical correlation between male respondents’ SAI

scores and PAQ scores rated for mother. The first canonical correlation was .60 (36%

overlapping variance). The second canonical correlation was .50 (25% overlapping

variance). With all three canonical correlations included, Wilk’s lambda was .686, chi-

square was 39, and the observed probability was p = .003 with df = 18. With the first and

second canonical correlation included, Wilk’s lambda was .657, chi-square was 19, and

the observed probability was p = .042 with df = 10. The first pair of canonical variates for

set 1 and set 2 variables accounted for a significant relationship between the two sets of

variables. Additionally, the second pair of canonical variates for set 1 and set 2 variables

accounted for significant relationships between the two sets of variables. The last

canonical correlation was not statistically significant.

Data on the first and second pair of canonical variates appear in Table 5 (F-Q).

Shown in the table are correlations between the variables and the canonical variates:

Table 5 J, L (structure coefficients); raw and standardized canonical function

coefficients: Table 5 F, G, H, I (canonical function weights); within-set-variance
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accounted for by the canonical variates: Table 5 N, P (adequacy coefficients); index

coefficients: Table 5 K, M; and redundancies: Table 5 O, Q.

Structure Coefficients for First Canonical Variate 

In Table 5 J, L (structure coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical

variate (weighted SAI) were: awareness (-.35), grandiosity (-.88), and impression

management (-.40). The variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the set 2

canonical variate (weighted PAQ) were: permissive (-.76), authoritarian (.41) and

authoritative (-.54).

Index Coefficients for First Canonical Variate 

In Table 5 K, M (index coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were associated with the set 2 canonical

variate (weighted PAQ) were grandiosity (-.53). The variables in the PAQ set that were

correlated with the set 1 canonical variate (weighted SAI) were permissive (-.45) and

authoritative (-.32). 

Adequacy Coefficients for First Canonical Variate 

In Table 5 N, 0 (adequacy coefficients), the proportion of variance of the set 1

variables (SAI), accounted for by its own canonical variate (weighted SAI) was 19%

variance. The proportion of variance in the set 2 variables (PAQ), accounted for by its

own canonical variate (weighted PAQ) was 35% variance.  

Interpretation of First Canonical Variate
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The structure coefficients for SAI items and the SAI canonical variate indicate

that relationships among the SAI canonical variate (weighted SAI) and the individual

ratings for the SAI items were composed of negative associations between awareness,

grandiosity, impression management items, and the SAI canonical variates. 

Taken together these items suggest that the canonical SAI (weighted SAI)

represented a spirituality level comprised of a low awareness of God in one’s daily life,

and a tendency not to be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies of God. The index

coefficients indicated that this weighted SAI score was negatively associated with a

permissive parenting style as rated for mothers, by men. The index coefficients also

indicated that the weighted SAI score was negatively associated with an authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style (implying an authoritarian parenting style). Essentially, men

rating mothers as non-permissive and authoritarian were also less aware of God, and had

a lack of grandiose fantasies of God. The negatively related impression management

score added to the credibility of the inventory results.

Structure Coefficients for Second Canonical Variate 

In Table 5 J, L (structure coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were correlated with the set 1 canonical

variate (weighted SAI) were: awareness (.40), disappointment (-.67), realistic acceptance

(.55), and impression management (.83). The variables in the PAQ set that were

correlated with the set 2 canonical variate (weighted PAQ) were: permissive (-.63),

authoritarian (.50) and authoritative (.74).

Index Coefficients for Second Canonical Variate 
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In Table 5 K, M (index coefficients), with a cutoff correlation of .3 (rounding to

nearest tenth), the variables in the SAI set that were associated with the set 2 canonical

variate (weighted PAQ) were disappointment (-.34), realistic acceptance (.27), and

impression management (.42). The variables in the PAQ set that were correlated with the

set 1 canonical variate (weighted SAI) were permissive (-.32), and authoritative (.37). 

Adequacy coefficients for Second Canonical Variate 

In Table 5 N, 0 (adequacy coefficients), the proportion of variance of the set 1

variables (SAI), accounted for by its own canonical variate (weighted SAI), was 27%

variance. The proportion of variance in the set 2 variables (PAQ), accounted for by its

own canonical variate (weighted PAQ), was 40% variance.

Interpretation of Second Canonical Variate

The structure coefficients for the SAI items and the SAI canonical variate

indicated the relationship between the SAI canonical variate (weighted SAI) and the

individual ratings for the SAI items were composed of several positive associations.

These included awareness, realistic acceptance, impression management items, and the

SAI canonical variates. A negative association was demonstrated between

disappointment and the SAI canonical variate. Taken together these items suggested that

the canonical SAI (weighted SAI) represented a spirituality level comprised of a high

awareness of God in one’s daily life, accompanied by a realistic ability to integrate both

disappointments and positive experiences with God and others. The positive, high

impression management score possibly indicated an exaggerated test-taking attitude that

could possibly misrepresent the results. The index coefficients indicated that this
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weighted SAI score was positively associated with a non-permissive parenting style and

an authoritative parenting style as rated for mothers by men.

Table 6 (Appendix J, p. 92) demonstrates the rejection of Hypothesis II. Table 6

presents a canonical correlation between male respondents’ SAI scores and PAQ scores

rated for father. The first canonical correlation was .47 (22% overlapping variance).

However, the three canonical correlations were insignificant. With all three canonical

correlations included, Wilk’s lambda was .62, chi-square was 21, and the observed

probability was p = .283 with df = 18. The observed patterns followed the general

relationship for the rating of PAQ for mothers. However, this relationship viewed fathers

as permissive whereas mothers were viewed as non-permissive. The resulting statistics

were not reported given the large observed p value.

Discussion

The primary purpose of this study was to examine possible relationships between

the level of spiritual maturity of adult females and males raised in homes characterized

by an authoritative parenting style. The results of this study did not support a positive

relationship between an authoritative parenting style and spiritual maturity. Several

factors, noted in the text that follows, were noted that may have weakened the power of

the study.

As noted earlier in this paper, spiritual maturity includes the incorporation of two

distinct but related dimensions of one’s self-God relationship including awareness of God

in daily life and quality of one’s relationship with God. For the purpose of this study,

spiritual maturity was operationally defined by the six factor scale scores on the Hall and
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Edwards (1996b) Spiritual Assessment Inventory (SAI). The SAI consists of two

subscales, the Quality of Relationship with God subscale and the Awareness of God

subscale. The subscales are used to identify six factors: (a) Awareness–measures

individuals’ increasing awareness of how God is involved in every aspect of their lives;

(b) Instability–measures individuals’ inabilities to integrate good and bad self- and other-

images due to excessive splitting and projection; (c) Grandiosity–measures individuals’

tendencies to be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies and their tendency to present

themselves as better than others; (d) Realistic Acceptance–measures individuals’ abilities

to integrate both disappointments and positive experiences with God and others; (e)

Disappointment– measures individuals’ unrealistic demands on God which cause a great

deal of disappointment and frustration with God; and (f) Impression Management–

measures test-taking attitudes as they relate to some exaggerated, virtuous and common

spiritual behavior or attitude. The scale addresses characteristics of a frequency and

intensity that most religious people would not experience. Profiles, which indicate a

strong endorsement of the items associated with the Impression Management scale,

represent a test-taking approach that needs to be taken into account when interpreting a

scale profile.  Four levels of the Quality of the Relationship with God are obtained

through the Instability, Grandiosity, Disappointment, and Realistic Acceptance subscales.

The awareness of God dimension of the SAI is comprised of the Awareness subscale

(Horton, 1998).

As noted earlier in this paper, an electronic search of the databases of ERIC,

PsycLIT, and PSYCINFO found no studies that examined effects of different parenting
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styles on the spiritual maturity in either children or adults. Reference was also made to

the conflicted and mixed findings of other studies looking at relationships between

individuals’ God concept and parent relationship (Godin and Hallez, 1965; Nelson, 1971;

Nelson and Jones, 1957; Siegmann, 1961; Strunk, 1959; Vergote and Tamayo, 1980).

Participants in this study reportedly grew up in families characterized by parents

who mostly demonstrated an authoritative (facilitative) parenting style combined with

elements of an authoritarian parenting style. There were no permissive parenting styles

reported by the participants. In each case, females rating mothers, females rating fathers,

and males rating mothers (second canonical variate), the authoritative (facilitative)

parenting style seemingly led to participants’ increased awareness of how God is

involved in every aspect of their lives. In the case of males rating mothers (second

canonical variate), the authoritative (facilitative) parenting style seemingly also resulted

in an ability to integrate both disappointments and positive experiences with God and

others. In this same case, individuals tended to have more realistic demands of God

resulting in less disappointment and frustration with God. 

The study of males rating mothers was the only example where the authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style was reported to be insignificant in the presence of a strong

authoritarian parenting style. In that case, participants demonstrated a low awareness of

God in their daily lives. At the same time, when they were aware of God, they tended to

be preoccupied with grandiose fantasies of God and presented themselves as better than

others.
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Although the collected data did not confirm the hypotheses of this study, the data

possibly confirmed a positive relationship between the authoritative (facilitative)

parenting style and the awareness factor of the SAI Awareness of God subscale. At the

same time, the collected data on females rating mothers and fathers indicated a strong

relationship between the authoritative (facilitative) parenting style and adult females’

inability to integrate good and bad self- and other-images due to excessive splitting and

projection. The same data demonstrated a relationship between the authoritative

(facilitative) parenting style and adult females’ tendency to be preoccupied with

grandiose fantasies and oftentimes present themselves as better than others.

Some cautions must be presented in relation to this study. The Impression

Management scores were high on each of the cases reported with the exception of males

reporting on mothers. The Impression Management Scale measures test-taking attitudes

as they relate to some exaggerated, virtuous, and common spiritual behavior or attitude.

The scale addresses characteristics of a frequency and intensity that most religious people

would not experience. Profiles, which indicated a strong endorsement of the items

associated with the Impression Management scale, represent a test-taking approach that

needs to be taken into account when interpreting a scale profile. The consistently high

impression management scores might possibly be indicative of a sample population more

concerned about “looking good” on the profiles, rather than being honest. Also, the

consistently high impression management scores accompanied by generally high scores

on the grandiosity, instability, and disappointment scales, and the frequently low

awareness scale scores, possibly indicate a largely spiritually immature survey
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population. This observation is somewhat problematic as 72% of the participants

reportedly grew up in Christian homes. Whereas this study was based on participants

who were reportedly highly religious, the results cannot be generalized to a non-religious

sample. Also, the participants were primarily Caucasian (94%) and married (86.3%)

people. Therefore, results cannot be generalized reliably to the more diverse, general

population. Results of the study also possibly indicate a tendency among religious adults

to be unwilling to judge their parents honestly. This might be related to an embedded

belief system that has been established by their religious teachings or childhood

experiences. Both areas are possible topics for further study. 

Suggestions for Future Research

Based on the conclusions and implications of this study, it is recommended future

research be conducted to further examine the complex relationships that exist among the

dimensions of spiritual maturity and parenting styles in the family of origin. It may be

beneficial to conduct a similar study with a more generalizeable, random sample of both

the religious and the general population. More subject diversity would be expected that

would produce a broader-based and more representative study of the impact of parenting

styles on spiritual maturity. The present study utilized a sample of convenience and was

conducted utilizing mostly Caucasian participants from a high social-economic class who

were attending one non-denominational, Christian church in north Texas on one

particular Sunday. Therefore, the ability to make any broad generalizations is severely

limited. It is recommended that sampling of both the religious and general populations
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include multiple sampling times in multiple settings, utilizing a variety of denominational

churches, and religious as well as general audiences.

Other areas of influence need to be considered when investigating spiritual

maturity in addition to parenting styles. Some areas of influence might possibly include

life experiences, frequency of church attendance, quantity and quality of religious

studies, quantity and quality of a personal prayer life, social and economic status, small

group participation, denominational involvement, and participation in a mentoring

relationship.

The data in this study were derived exclusively through the use of self report

measures. It is usually difficult to know the extent reports match object reality, and this is

particularly true when the reports are retrospective and focus on a distant time, as is the

case here with the reports about parents during childhood. Also, it is not known to what

extent the children’s temperament influenced the parenting style of the parent or the

children’s perceptions of their parents’ parenting style. Interpretation of interpersonal

relationships may be susceptible to projection, misunderstanding, or distortion as a

consequence of their significance and emotionally charged nature. Research provides

good reason to believe parents have influence on their children, yet, it is appropriate to

question what extent later life experiences influence the past, whether past experiences

influenced the present, or if the relationships found in this research are due to some other

factors. Future research might consider the use of personal interviews and other life

assessment tools in order to investigate other influencing factors on spiritual maturity

than parenting styles. 
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Finally, it is recommended that more studies be conducted regarding the validity

of the SAI. The SAI is a fairly new research tool with supportive, yet somewhat limited

validity and reliability studies.

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to examine possible relationships between

parenting styles and adult spiritual maturity. Based on this study, conclusions about

female and male adults raised in homes characterized by fathers and mothers with an

authoritative (facilitative) parenting style are varied. Female adults raised in homes

characterized by fathers and mothers with an authoritative (facilitative) parenting style

were not correlated in a positive manner with spiritual maturity. Male adults raised in

homes characterized by fathers with an authoritative (facilitative) parenting style were

only significant at a large observed p value and therefore could not be reported. Finally,

male adults raised in homes characterized by mothers with an authoritative (facilitative)

parenting style were correlated significantly with spiritual maturity in one correlation at

the .04 level of significance. In another correlation at the .003 level of significance, male

adults raised in homes characterized by mothers with an authoritative (facilitative)

parenting style were not correlated.
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APPENDIX A

INFORMED CONSENT
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Consent Form

Participant’s name: __________________________________________________

I authorize Kenneth E. Bryant of the Counseling, Development and Higher Education
Department of the University of North Texas to gather information from me on the topic
of parenting styles and spiritual maturity. I understand that my participation is voluntary,
and I may withdraw at any time without penalty, prejudice, or loss of benefits after
notifying the researcher.

I understand I will be asked to complete a packet of assessment instruments, including a
brief demographic sheet, the Spiritual Assessment Inventory, and the Parental Authority
Questionnaire. I understand the projected time for completion of this packet of material is
approximately 45 minutes.

I understand that in an effort to gain open and honest responses from me, my
confidentiality will be maintained. A request for my name will not be made on any of the
self-report measures. This informed consent will be the only time identification will be
requested, and these forms will later be withdrawn from the packets and filed under
separate cover. The research material will only be available to the principle investigators.

I understand the completion of the self-report scales, mentioned above, will require a
certain level of introspection. Self-examination may lead to temporary change in
mood/affect that may be either positive or negative. I understand that if, after my
participation, I experience undue anxiety or stress that may have been provoked by the
experience, Kenneth E. Bryant will be available for consultation.

I may contact Kenneth E. Bryant at (817) 285-9038 should I wish further information
about the research. I may also contact Dr. Michael Altekruse at the University of North
Texas at (940) 565-2910.

I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily. A copy
has been given to me.

Signature ________________________________________  Date __________________

I certify that I have personally explained all elements of this form to the subject before
requesting the subject to sign it.

Signature ________________________________________  Date __________________

This project has been reviewed and approved by the University of North Texas

Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects, (940) 565-3940, from 7/3/01 to 7/2/02.
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APPENDIX B

DEMOGRAPHIC SHEET
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Demographic Data Sheet

1.  Age: _______________

2.  Sex: Male __________  Female __________

3.  Marital Status: Single __________ Married __________
Divorced ________ Widowed _________

4.  How old were you when you became a Christian? __________

5.  Did you grow up in a Christian home? __________

6.  How often do you attend church?  
Once a week or more __________ 2-3 times per month __________
Once a month       __________ Less than once a month _______

7.  How often do you have personal devotions (Bible study and prayer)?
Every day __________ 4-5 times per week __________
2-3 times per week _________ Once a week ___________
Occasionally __________ Rarely ___________

8.  What level of education did your parents complete?
High School __________ Bachelor’s Degree __________
Master’s Degree __________ Doctorate Degree __________

9.  Are your parents married? __________ divorced? ___________
separated __________ widowed? _______  both deceased __________

10. Are your parents Christians? Father __________  Mother __________

11. How would you rate your overall relationship with your mother when you were    
growing up?  Very close _____ Close _____ Somewhat distant _____ Distant _____

12. How would you rate your overall relationship with your father when you were
growing up?  Very close _____ Close _____ Somewhat distant _____ Distant _____

13. What is your ethnicity? (please check all that apply)
African-American _____ Asian-American _____ Caucasian _____
Hispanic _____ Native American _____ International _____
Other (please specify) ____________________

14. What is your estimated annual income? 
$0 – $15,000 _____ $15,001 - $30,000 _____ $30,001 - $45,000 _____
$45,001 - $60,000 _____ $60,001 - $75,000 _____ $75,001+ _____
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  APPENDIX C

PARENTAL AUTHORITY QUESTIONNAIRE



 PARENTAL AUTHORITY QUESTIONNAIRE

For each of the following statements, circle the number on the 5-point scale that best
indicates how that statement applies to you and your FATHER. Try to read and think
about each statement as it applies to you and your FATHER during your years growing up
at home. There are no right or wrong answers, so don’t spend a lot of time on any one item.
We are looking for your overall impression regarding each statement. Be sure not to omit
any items.

1 = strongly disagree   2 = disagree   3 = undecided   4 = agree   5 = strongly agree

1.   While I was growing up, my father felt that in a well-run home the children
should have their way in the family as often as the parents do. 1  2  3  4  5

2.   Even if his children didn’t agree with him, my father felt that it was for our
own good if we were forced to conform to what he thought was right. 1 

2 
3 
4 
5

3.   Whenever my father told me to do something as I was growing up, he
expected me to do it immediately without asking any questions. 1  2  3  4  5

4.   As I was growing up, once family policy had been established, my father
discussed the reasoning behind the policy with the children in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

5.   My father has always encouraged verbal give-and-take whenever I have felt
that family rules and restrictions were unreasonable. 1  2  3  4  5

6.   My father has always felt that what children need is to be free to make up
their own minds, and to do what they want to do, even if this does not agree
with what their parents might want. 1  2  3  4  5

7.   As I was growing up, my father did not allow me to question any decision
that he had made. 1  2  3  4  5

8.   As I was growing up, my father directed the activities and decisions of the
children in the family through reasoning and discipline. 1  2  3  4  5

9.   My father has always felt that more force should be used by parents in order
to get their children to behave the way they are supposed to. 1  2  3  4  5

10.  As I was growing up, my father did not feel that I needed to obey rules and
regulations of behavior simply because someone in authority had established
them. 1  2  3  4  5

11.  As I was growing up, I knew what father expected of me in my family, but 
I also felt free to discuss those expectations with my father when I felt that 
they were unreasonable. 1  2  3  4  5

12.  My father felt that wise parents should teach their children early just who
is boss in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

13.  As I was growing up, my father seldom gave me expectations and
guidelines for my behavior. 1  2  3  4  5

14.  Most of the time as I was growing up my father did what the children in 
the family wanted when making family decisions. 1  2  3  4  5
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15.  As the children in my family were growing up, my father consistently 
gave us direction and guidance in rational and objective ways. 1  2  3  4  5

16.  As I was growing up, my father would get very upset if I tried to disagree
with him. 1  2  3  4  5

17.  My father feels that most problems in society would be solved if parents 
would not restrict their children’s activities, decisions, and desires as they are 
growing up. 1  2  3  4  5

18.  As I was growing up, my father let me know what behavior he expected
of me, and if I didn’t meet those expectations, he punished me. 1  2  3  4  5

19.  As I was growing up, my father allowed me to decide most things for 
myself without a lot of direction from him. 1  2  3  4  5

20.  As I was growing, up my father took the children’s opinions into
consideration when making family decisions, but he would not decide for
something simply because the children wanted it. 1  2  3  4  5

21.  My father did not view himself as responsible for directing and guiding
my behavior as I was growing up. 1  2  3  4  5

22.  My father had clear standards of behavior for the children in our home as I 
was growing up, but he was willing to adjust those standards to the needs of each
of the individual children in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

23.  My father gave me direction for my behavior and activities as I was growing
up and he expected me to follow his direction, but he was always willing to 
listen to my concerns and to discuss that direction with me. 1  2  3  4  5

24.  As I was growing up my father allowed me to form my own point of 
view on family matters and he generally allowed me to decide for myself what
I was going to do. 1  2  3  4  5

25.  My father has always felt that most problems in society would be solved if
we could get parents to strictly and forcibly deal with their children when they 
don’t do what they are supposed to as they are growing up. 1  2  3  4  5

26.  As I was growing up, my father often told me exactly what he wanted me
to do and how he expected me to do it. 1  2  3  4  5

27.  As I was growing up, my father gave me clear direction for my behaviors
and activities, but he was also understanding when I disagreed with him. 1  2  3  4  5

28.  As I was growing up, my father did not direct the behaviors, activities, 
desires of the children in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

29.  As I was growing up, I knew what my father expected of me in the
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family and he insisted that I conform to those expectations simply out of respect
for his authority. 1  2  3  4  5

30.  As I was growing up, if my father made a decision in the family that hurt
me, he was willing to discuss that decision with me and to admit it if he had
made a mistake. 1  2  3  4  5



PARENTAL AUTHORITY QUESTIONNAIRE

For each of the following statements, circle the number on the 5-point scale that best
indicates how that statement applies to you and your MOTHER. Try to read and think
about each statement as it applies to you and your MOTHER during your years growing
up at home. There are no right or wrong answers, so don’t spend a lot of time on any one
item. We are looking for your overall impression regarding each statement. Be sure not to
omit any items.

1 = strongly disagree  2 = disagree   3 = undecided   4 = agree   5 = strongly agree

1.   While I was growing up, my mother felt that in a well-run home the
children should have their way in the family as often as the parents do.   1  2  3  4  5

2.   Even if her children didn’t agree with her, my mother felt that it 
was for our own good if we were forced to conform to what she thought
was right. 1  2  3  4  5

3.   Whenever my mother told me to do something as I was growing up,
she expected me to do it immediately without asking any questions.

1  2  3  4  5

4.   As I was growing up, once family policy had been established, my
mother discussed the reasoning behind the policy with the children
in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

5.   My mother has always encouraged verbal give-and-take whenever
I have felt that family rules and restrictions were unreasonable. 1  2  3  4  5

6.   My mother has always felt that what children need is to be free to
make up their own minds, and to do what they want to do, even if this
does not agree with what their parents might want. 1  2  3  4  5

7.   As I was growing up, my mother did not allow me to question any
decision that she had made. 1  2  3  4  5

8.   As I was growing up, my mother directed the activities and decisions
of the children in the family through reasoning and discipline. 1  2  3  4  5

9.   My mother has always felt that more force should be used by parents 
in order to get their children to behave the way they are supposed to.

1  2  3  4  5

10.  As I was growing up, my mother did not feel that I needed to obey
rules and regulations of behavior simply because someone in authority
had established them. 1  2  3  4  5

11.  As I was growing up, I knew what mother expected of me in my
family, but I also felt free to discuss those expectations with my mother
when I felt that they were unreasonable. 1  2  3  4  5

12.  My mother felt that wise parents should teach their children early
just who is boss in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

13.  As I was growing up, my mother seldom gave me expectations and 
guidelines for my behavior. 1  2  3  4  5

14.  Most of the time as I was growing up my mother did what the
children in the family wanted when making family decisions. 1  2  3  4  5
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15.  As the children in my family were growing up, my mother consistently 
gave us direction and guidance in rational and objective ways. 1  2  3  4  5

16.  As I was growing up, my mother would get very upset if I tried to  
disagree with her. 1  2  3  4  5

17.  My mother feels that most problems in society would be solved
if parents would not restrict their children’s activities, decisions, and
desires as they are growing up. 1  2  3  4  5

18.  As I was growing up, my mother let me know what behavior she
expected of me, and if I didn’t meet those expectations, she punished me. 1  2  3  4  5

19.  As I was growing up, my mother allowed me to decide most things
for myself without a lot of direction from her. 1  2  3  4  5

20.  As I was growing, up my mother took the children’s opinions into
consideration when making family decisions, but she would not decide
for something simply because the children wanted it. 1  2  3  4  5

21.  My mother did not view herself as responsible for directing and
guiding my behavior as I was growing up. 1  2  3  4  5

22.  My mother had clear standards of behavior for the children in our
home as I was growing up, but she was willing to adjust those standards
to the needs of each of the individual children in the family. 1  2  3  4  5

23.  My mother gave me direction for my behavior and activities as I was
growing up and she expected me to follow her direction, but she was always
willing to listen to my concerns and to discuss that direction with me. 1  2  3  4  5

24.  As I was growing up my mother allowed me to form my own point
of  view on family matters and she generally allowed me to decide for
myself what I was going to do. 1  2  3  4  5

25.  My mother has always felt that most problems in society would be
solved if we could get parents to strictly and forcibly deal with their
children when they don’t do what they are supposed to as they are
growing up. 1  2  3  4  5

26.  As I was growing up, my mother often told me exactly what she
wanted me to do and how she expected me to do it. 1  2  3  4  5

27.  As I was growing up, my mother gave me clear direction for my
behaviors and activities, but she was also understanding when I 
disagreed with her. 1  2  3  4  5

28.  As I was growing up, my mother did not direct the behaviors,
activities, desires of the children in the family. 1  2   3  4  5
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29.  As I was growing up, I knew what my mother expected of me in
the family and she insisted that I conform to those expectations simply
out of respect for her authority. 1  2  3  4  5

30.  As I was growing up, if my mother made a decision in the family
that hurt me, she was willing to discuss that decision with me and to
admit it if she had made a mistake. 1  2  3  4  5
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SPIRITUAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY

Instructions:  Please respond to each statement below by writing the number that best represents
your experience in the space to the right of the statement.

It is best to answer according to what really reflects your experience rather than what you think
your experience should be.

Give the answer that comes to mind first. Don’t spend too much time thinking about an item.

Give the best possible response to each statement even if it does not provide all the information
you would like.

Try your best to respond to all statements. Your answers will be completely confidential. 

Some of the statements consist of two parts shown here:

2.1 There are times when I feel disappointed with God.
2.2 When this happens, I still want our relationship to continue.

Your response to 2.2 tells how true statement 2.2 is for you when you have the experience of
feeling disappointed with God described in statement 2.1.

1 2 3 4 5
        Not At         Slightly     Moderately    Substantially           Very
      All True          True          True          True           True

1. I have a sense of how God is working in my life.
______

2.1 There are times when I feel disappointed with God. ______
2.2 When this happens, I still want our relationship to continue. ______

3. God’s presence feels very real to me. ______

4. I am afraid that God will give up on me. ______

5. I seem to have a unique ability to influence God through my prayers. ______

6. Listening to God is an essential part of my life. ______

7. I am always in a worshipful mood when I go to church. ______

8.1 There are times when I feel frustrated with God. ______
8.2 When I feel this way, I still desire to put effort into our relationship. ______

9. I am aware of God prompting me to do things. ______
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10. My emotional connection with God is unstable. ______

11. My experiences of God’s responses to me impact me greatly. ______

12.1 There are times when I feel irritated at God. ______
12.2 When I feel this way, I am able to come to some sense of resolution

in our relationship. ______

13. God recognizes that I am more spiritual than most people. ______

14. I always seek God’s guidance for every decision I make.
______

15. I am aware of God’s presence in my interactions with other people. ______

16. There are times when I feel that God is punishing me. ______

17. I am aware of God responding to me in a variety of ways. ______

18.1 There are times when I feel angry at God. ______
18.2 When this happens, I still have the sense that God will always be with me. ______

19. I am aware of God attending to me in times of need. ______

20. God understands that my needs are more important than most people’s. ______

21. I am aware of God telling me to do something. ______

22. I worry that I will be left out of God’s plans. ______

23. My experiences of God’s presence impact me greatly. ______

24. I am always as kind at home as I am at church. ______

25. I have a sense of the direction in which God is guiding me. ______

26. My relationship with God is an extraordinary one that most people 
would not understand. ______

27.1 There are times when I feel betrayed by God. ______
27.2 When I feel this way, I put effort into restoring our relationship. ______

28. I am aware of God communicating to me in a variety of ways. ______

29. Manipulating God seems to be the best way to get what I want. ______

30. I am aware of God’s presence in times of need. ______
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31. From day to day, I sense God being with me. ______

32. I pray for all my friends and relatives every day. ______

33.1 There are times when I feel frustrated by God for not responding to 
my prayers. ______

33.2 When I feel this way, I am able to talk it through with God. ______

34. I have a sense of God communicating guidance to me. ______

35. When I sin, I tend to withdraw from God. ______

36. I experience an awareness of God speaking to me personally. ______

37. I find my prayers to God are more effective than other people’s. ______

38. I am always in the mood to pray. ______

39. I feel I have to please God or He might reject me. ______

40. I have a strong impression of God’s presence. ______

41. There are times when I feel that God is angry at me. ______

42. I am aware of God being very near to me. ______

43. When I sin, I am afraid of what God will do to me. ______

44. When I consult God about decisions in my life, I am aware of 
His direction and help. ______

45. I seem to be more gifted than most people in discerning God’s will. ______

46. When I feel God is not protecting me, I tend to feel worthless. ______

47.1 There are times when I feel like God has let me down. ______
47.2 When this happens, my trust in God is not completely broken. ______
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APPENDIX E

TABLE 1 – CANONICAL CORRELATION OUTPUT

RATING MOTHER FOR ALL RESPONDENTS
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 Table 1

Canonical Correlation Output Rating Mother for All Respondents

A. Correlations for Set-1

SAI_AWA SAI_DIS SAI_REAL SAI_GRAN SAI_INST SAI_IMPR

SAI_AWA .0000 -.2033 .5117 .4302 -.2654 .4459

SAI_DIS  -.2033  1.0000  -.2819  -.2013  .4075  -.3455

SAI_REAL  .5117  -.2819  1.0000  .1351  -.3086  .4594

SAI_GRAN  .4302  -.2013  .1351  1.0000  .0249  .2791

SAI_INST  -.2654  .4075  -.3086  .0249  1.0000  -.1740

SAI_IMPR  .4459  -.3455  .4594  .2791  -.1740  1.0000

B. Correlations for Set-2

PAQPER_M PAQATR_M PAQATV_M

PAQPER_M  1.0000  -.5209  -.1085

PAQATR_M  -.5209  1.0000  -.3488

PAQATV_M  -.1085  -.3488  1.0000

C. Correlations Between Set-1 and Set-2

PAQPER_M PAQATR_M PAQATV_M

SAI_AWA  -.0313  -.0091  .2070

SAI_DIS  -.0177  -.0256  -.0764

SAI_REAL  -.0673  -.0466  .1374

SAI_GRAN  .0931  .0833  .1565

SAI_INST  -.0537  .1671  -.0233

SAI_IMPR  -.0663  .0142  .3140
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D. Canonical Correlations

1    .425

2    .244

3    .143

E. Test that remaining correlations are zero:

Wilk's  Chi-SQ    DF   Sig.

1    .755  33.997  18.000   .013

2    .921  9.938  10.000   .446

3    .980  2.497  4.000   .645

F. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

            1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .151   .300  -.214

SAI_DIS  -.149   .356   .354

SAI_REAL  -.221   .244  -.203

SAI_GRAN   .471  -.646   .618

SAI_INST   .389  -.240  -1.050

SAI_IMPR   .653   .625   .059

G. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

            1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .209   .415  -.297

SAI_DIS  -.181   .431   .429

SAI_REAL  -.335   .370  -.308

SAI_GRAN   .947  -1.299  1.244

SAI_INST   .613  -.379  -1.656

SAI_IMPR   .948   .908   .086
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H. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

            1    2    3

PAQPER_M   .617  -.866   .671

PAQATR_M   .995  -.780  -.424

PAQATV_M  1.078   .326   .208

I. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

            1    2    3

PAQPER_M   .923  -1.294  1.003

PAQATR_M  1.418  -1.112  -.604

PAQATV_M  1.256   .380   .242

J. Canonical Loadings for Set-1

            1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .458   .417   .181

SAI_DIS  -.280   .042  -.118

SAI_REAL   .142   .571   .022

SAI_GRAN   .728  -.387   .418

SAI_INST   .254  -.375  -.781

SAI_IMPR   .734   .609   .103

K. Cross Loadings for Set-1

            1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .195   .102   .026

SAI_DIS  -.119   .010  -.017

SAI_REAL   .060   .139   .003

SAI_GRAN   .309  -.095   .060

SAI_INST   .108  -.092  -.112

SAI_IMPR   .312   .149   .015
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L. Canonical Loadings for Set-2

            1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.018  -.494   .869

PAQATR_M   .297  -.443  -.846

PAQATV_M   .664   .692   .283

M. Cross Loadings for Set-2

            1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.008  -.121   .124

PAQATR_M   .126  -.108  -.121

PAQATV_M   .282   .169   .040

N. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

           Prop Var

CV1-1       .240

CV1-2       .194

CV1-3       .140

O. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Opposite Can.Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .043

CV2-2       .012

CV2-3       .003

P. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .176

CV2-2       .307

CV2-3       .517
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Q. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Opposite Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .032

CV1-2       .018

CV1-3       .011
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APPENDIX F

TABLE 2 – CANONICAL CORRELATION OUTPUT

RATING FATHER FOR ALL RESPONDENTS
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Table 2

Canonical Correlation Output Rating Father for All Respondents

A. Correlations for Set-1

SAI_AWA SAI_DIS SAI_REAL SAI_GRAN SAI_INST SAI_IMPR

SAI_AWA  1.0000  -.2118  .5139  .4356  -.2552  .4540

SAI_DIS  -.2118  1.0000  -.2770  -.1953  .4190  -.3365

SAI_REAL  .5139  -.2770  1.0000  .1235  -.3117  .4514

SAI_GRAN  .4356  -.1953  .1235  1.0000  .0355  .2709

SAI_INST  -.2552  .4190  -.3117  .0355  1.0000  -.1747

SAI_IMPR  .4540  -.3365  .4514  .2709  -.1747  1.0000

B. Correlations for Set-2

PAQPER_F PAQATR_F PAQATV_F

PAQPER_F  1.0000  -.6543  .1669

PAQATR_F  -.6543  1.0000  -.4736

PAQATV_F  .1669  -.4736  1.0000

C. Correlations Between Set-1 and Set-2

PAQPER_F PAQATR_F PAQATV_F

SAI_AWA  -.0871  -.0083  .2372

SAI_DIS  -.0715  .1141  -.2129

SAI_REAL  -.0032  -.1073  .1138

SAI_GRAN  .0989  -.0068  .1626

SAI_INST  .0110  .0721  -.0405

SAI_IMPR  -.0439  -.0453  .2795
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D. Canonical Correlations

1    .379

2    .237

3    .153

E. Test that remaining correlations are zero:

Wilk's  Chi-SQ    DF   Sig.

1    .789  28.153  18.000   .060

2    .922  9.689  10.000   .468

3    .977  2.812  4.000   .590

F. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .612   .605  -.576

SAI_DIS  -.381   .212  -.575

SAI_REAL  -.418   .110   .808

SAI_GRAN   .033  -.956   .112

SAI_INST   .270  -.171  -.136

SAI_IMPR   .593   .171  -.119

G. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

            1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .848   .838  -.799

SAI_DIS  -.461   .257  -.696

SAI_REAL  -.633   .167  1.221

SAI_GRAN   .066  -1.917   .224

SAI_INST   .423  -.267  -.213

SAI_IMPR   .863   .248  -.173
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H. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

            1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .046  -1.353   .034

PAQATR_F   .542  -1.011  -.991

PAQATV_F  1.143  -.212  -.029

I. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .068  -1.997   .050

PAQATR_F   .655  -1.223  -1.198

PAQATV_F  1.217  -.225  -.030

J. Canonical Loadings for Set-1

            1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .693   .321  -.010

SAI_DIS  -.488   .111  -.716

SAI_REAL   .189   .374   .674

SAI_GRAN   .492  -.681   .036

SAI_INST  -.018  -.334  -.457

SAI_IMPR   .772   .194   .232

K. Cross Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .263   .076  -.002

SAI_DIS  -.185   .026  -.109

SAI_REAL   .072   .089   .103

SAI_GRAN   .187  -.161   .005

SAI_INST  -.007  -.079  -.070

SAI_IMPR   .293   .046   .035
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L. Canonical Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F  -.118  -.726   .677

PAQATR_F  -.030  -.026  -.999

PAQATV_F   .894   .042   .446

M. Cross Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F  -.045  -.172   .104

PAQATR_F  -.011  -.006  -.153

PAQATV_F   .339   .010   .068

N. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .265

CV1-2       .145

CV1-3       .205

O. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Opposite Can.Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .038

CV2-2       .008

CV2-3       .005

P. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

        Prop Var

CV2-1       .271

CV2-2       .177

CV2-3       .552
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Q. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Opposite Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .039

CV1-2       .010

CV1-3       .013
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APPENDIX G

TABLE 3 – FEMALES RATING MOTHER CANONICAL

CORRELATION OUTPUT
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Table 3

Females Rating Mother Canonical Correlation Output

A. Correlations for Set-1

SAI_AWA SAI_DIS SAI_REAL SAI_GRAN SAI_INST SAI_IMPR

SAI_AWA  1.0000  -.2036  .4902  .3439  -.3654  .4307

SAI_DIS  -.2036  1.0000  -.2796  -.1754  .3991  -.3492

SAI_REAL  .4902  -.2796  1.0000  .0513  -.4725  .3963

SAI_GRAN  .3439  -.1754  .0513  1.0000  .0519  .2773

SAI_INST  -.3654  .3991  -.4725  .0519  1.0000  -.2685

SAI_IMPR  .4307  -.3492  .3963  .2773  -.2685  1.0000

B. Correlations for Set-2

PAQPER_M PAQATR_M PAQATV_M

PAQPER_M  1.0000  -.5346  -.1171

PAQATR_M  -.5346  1.0000  -.4189

PAQATV_M  -.1171  -.4189  1.0000

C. Correlations Between Set-1 and Set-2

PAQPER_M PAQATR_M PAQATV_M

SAI_AWA  -.0792  -.1129  .2844

SAI_DIS  -.1219  .0704  .0383

SAI_REAL  -.0524  -.1702  .1292

SAI_GRAN  -.1265  .1893  .1203

SAI_INST  -.0697  .2337  -.0428

SAI_IMPR  -.0403  -.0109  .2729
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D. Canonical Correlations

1    .460

2    .325

3    .167

E. Test that remaining correlations are zero:

Wilk's  Chi-SQ    DF   Sig.

1    .686  26.406  18.000   .091

2    .870  9.779  10.000   .460

3    .972  1.985  4.000   .738

F. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .240   .636   .277

SAI_DIS   .261   .414  -.626

SAI_REAL  -.308   .333  -.742

SAI_GRAN   .403  -.325  -.594

SAI_INST   .417  -.248  -.122

SAI_IMPR   .692   .170   .538

G. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .337   .894   .390

SAI_DIS   .323   .513  -.775

SAI_REAL  -.483   .522  -1.163

SAI_GRAN   .859  -.693  -1.266

SAI_INST   .748  -.445  -.219

SAI_IMPR  1.035   .254   .805
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H. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M   .428  -.625  1.082

PAQATR_M  1.142  -.864   .190

PAQATV_M  1.089   .358   .443

I. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M   .618  -.903  1.562

PAQATR_M  1.544  -1.168   .257

PAQATV_M  1.176   .386   .478

J. Canonical Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .320   .767   .113

SAI_DIS   .152   .090  -.607

SAI_REAL  -.165   .697  -.190

SAI_GRAN   .638  -.128  -.284

SAI_INST   .414  -.535  -.298

SAI_IMPR   .582   .407   .450

K. Cross Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .147   .249   .019

SAI_DIS   .070   .029  -.102

SAI_REAL  -.076   .226  -.032

SAI_GRAN   .293  -.041  -.048

SAI_INST   .190  -.174  -.050

SAI_IMPR   .268   .132   .075
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L. Canonical Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.310  -.205   .928

PAQATR_M   .457  -.680  -.574

PAQATV_M   .561   .793   .237

M. Cross Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.143  -.067   .155

PAQATR_M   .210  -.221  -.096

PAQATV_M   .258   .258   .040

N. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .178

CV1-2       .258

CV1-3       .132

O. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Opposite Can.Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .038

CV2-2       .027

CV2-3       .004

P. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .206

CV2-2       .378

CV2-3       .416
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Q. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Opposite Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .044

CV1-2       .040

CV1-3       .012
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APPENDIX H

TABLE 4 – FEMALES RATING FATHER CANONICAL

CORRELATION OUTPUT
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Table 4

Females Rating Father Canonical Correlation Output

A. Correlations for Set-1

SAI_AWA SAI_DIS SAI_REAL SAI_GRAN SAI_INST SAI_IMPR

SAI_AWA  1.0000  -.2124  .4890  .3526  -.3510  .4392

SAI_DIS  -.2124  1.0000  -.2877  -.1671  .4137  -.3504

SAI_REAL  .4890  -.2877  1.0000  .0444  -.4798  .3987

SAI_GRAN  .3526  -.1671  .0444  1.0000  .0576  .2732

SAI_INST  -.3510  .4137  -.4798  .0576  1.0000  -.2754

SAI_IMPR  .4392  -.3504  .3987  .2732  -.2754  1.0000

B. Correlations for Set-2

PAQPER_F PAQATR_F PAQATV_F

PAQPER_F  1.0000  -.6580  .1579

PAQATR_F  -.6580  1.0000  -.4706

PAQATV_F  .1579  -.4706  1.0000

C. Correlations Between Set-1 and Set-2

PAQPER_F PAQATR_F PAQATV_F

SAI_AWA  -.1164  .0281  .2201

SAI_DIS  -.1674  .2195  -.1403

SAI_REAL  .0477  -.2133  .1020

SAI_GRAN  -.0289  .0817  .1278

SAI_INST  -.0211  .1103  .0524

SAI_IMPR  -.0959  -.0252  .2911
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D. Canonical Correlations

1    .477

2    .293

3    .188

E. Test that remaining correlations are zero:

Wilk's  Chi-SQ    DF   Sig.

1    .681  26.842  18.000   .082

2    .882  8.792  10.000   .552

3    .965  2.505  4.000   .644

F. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .659   .009  -.162

SAI_DIS   .171  -.633  -.812

SAI_REAL  -.529   .658  -.243

SAI_GRAN   .048  -.276   .405

SAI_INST   .409   .443   .494

SAI_IMPR   .659   .289  -.351

G. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .938   .012  -.231

SAI_DIS   .212  -.783  -1.004

SAI_REAL  -.825  1.026  -.379

SAI_GRAN   .103  -.587   .862

SAI_INST   .732   .792   .883

SAI_IMPR   .985   .431  -.525
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H. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .012  -.272  1.337

PAQATR_F   .915  -.869   .859

PAQATV_F  1.029   .418   .347

I. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .017  -.381  1.873

PAQATR_F  1.018  -.967   .955

PAQATV_F  1.070   .434   .361

J. Canonical Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .526   .339  -.294

SAI_DIS   .114  -.696  -.448

SAI_REAL  -.188   .734  -.448

SAI_GRAN   .432  -.033   .405

SAI_INST   .324  -.233   .452

SAI_IMPR   .578   .579  -.261

K. Cross Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .251   .099  -.055

SAI_DIS   .054  -.204  -.084

SAI_REAL  -.090   .215  -.084

SAI_GRAN   .206  -.010   .076

SAI_INST   .155  -.068   .085

SAI_IMPR   .275   .170  -.049
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L. Canonical Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F  -.428   .366   .826

PAQATR_F   .423  -.887  -.184

PAQATV_F   .601   .784   .154

M. Cross Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F  -.204   .107   .155

PAQATR_F   .201  -.260  -.035

PAQATV_F   .286   .230   .029

N. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .158

CV1-2       .255

CV1-3       .154

O. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Opposite Can.Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .036

CV2-2       .022

CV2-3       .005

P. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .241

CV2-2       .512

CV2-3       .247
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Q. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Opposite Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .055

CV1-2       .044

CV1-3       .009
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APPENDIX I

TABLE 5 – MALES RATING MOTHER CANONICAL

CORRELATION OUTPUT
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Table 5

Males Rating Mother Canonical Correlation Output

A. Correlations for Set-1

SAI_AWA SAI_DIS SAI_REAL SAI_GRAN SAI_INST SAI_IMPR

SAI_AWA  1.0000  -.2392  .5219  .5560  -.0853  .4583

SAI_DIS  -.2392  1.0000  -.3080  -.2353  .4814  -.3546

SAI_REAL  .5219  -.3080  1.0000  .2373  -.0951  .5330

SAI_GRAN  .5560  -.2353  .2373  1.0000  .0008  .2823

SAI_INST  -.0853  .4814  -.0951  .0008  1.0000  -.0479

SAI_IMPR  .4583  -.3546  .5330  .2823  -.0479  1.0000

B. Correlations for Set-2

PAQPER_M PAQATR_M PAQATV_M

PAQPER_M  1.0000  -.4934  -.1260

PAQATR_M  -.4934  1.0000  -.1550

PAQATV_M  -.1260  -.1550  1.0000

C. Correlations Between Set-1 and Set-2

PAQPER_M PAQATR_M PAQATV_M

SAI_AWA  .0603  .1260  .2018

SAI_DIS  .1483  -.1995  -.2584

SAI_REAL  -.0814  .1243  .2441

SAI_GRAN  .4053  -.0745  .2431

SAI_INST  -.0580  .1475  -.1426

SAI_IMPR  -.1007  .0393  .4729
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D. Canonical Correlations

1    .596

2    .501

3    .350

E. Test that remaining correlations are zero:

Wilk's  Chi-SQ    DF   Sig.

1    .424  38.649  18.000   .003

2    .657  18.886  10.000   .042

3    .877  5.889  4.000   .208

F. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .347   .159   .530

SAI_DIS  -.378  -.636  -.651

SAI_REAL   .008   .048   .103

SAI_GRAN  -1.060  -.360   .228

SAI_INST   .411   .306   .728

SAI_IMPR  -.371   .624  -.826

G. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA   .483   .222   .737

SAI_DIS  -.442  -.743  -.761

SAI_REAL   .011   .070   .151

SAI_GRAN  -1.961  -.667   .421

SAI_INST   .586   .437  1.039

SAI_IMPR  -.516   .867  -1.148
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H. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.915  -.299   .688

PAQATR_M  -.146   .471  1.081

PAQATV_M  -.678   .778  -.142

I. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -1.434  -.469  1.078

PAQATR_M  -.228   .736  1.689

PAQATV_M  -.981  1.125  -.205

J. Canonical Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA  -.353   .396   .425

SAI_DIS   .115  -.677  -.220

SAI_REAL  -.183   .545   .125

SAI_GRAN  -.880   .066   .467

SAI_INST   .215  -.048   .399

SAI_IMPR  -.393   .831  -.268

K. Cross Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA  -.210   .198   .149

SAI_DIS   .069  -.339  -.077

SAI_REAL  -.109   .273   .044

SAI_GRAN  -.525   .033   .164

SAI_INST   .128  -.024   .140

SAI_IMPR  -.234   .416  -.094
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L. Canonical Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.758  -.629   .172

PAQATR_M   .411   .498   .764

PAQATV_M  -.540   .742  -.396

M. Cross Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_M  -.452  -.315   .060

PAQATR_M   .245   .249   .267

PAQATV_M  -.322   .372  -.139

N. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .191

CV1-2       .268

CV1-3       .116

O. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Opposite Can.Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .068

CV2-2       .067

CV2-3       .014

P. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .345

CV2-2       .398

CV2-3       .257
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Q. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Opposite Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .123

CV1-2       .100

CV1-3  .031
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APPENDIX J

TABLE 6 – MALES RATING FATHER CANONICAL

CORRELATION OUTPUT
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Table 6

Males Rating Father Canonical Correlation Output

A. Correlations for Set-1

SAI_AWA SAI_DIS SAI_REAL SAI_GRAN SAI_INST SAI_IMPR

SAI_AWA  1.0000  -.2367  .5224  .5532  -.0762  .4574

SAI_DIS  -.2367  1.0000  -.2834  -.2334  .4821  -.3313

SAI_REAL  .5224  -.2834  1.0000  .2218  -.0721  .5081

SAI_GRAN  .5532  -.2334  .2218  1.0000  .0217  .2682

SAI_INST  -.0762  .4821  -.0721  .0217  1.0000  -.0226

SAI_IMPR  .4574  -.3313  .5081  .2682  -.0226  1.0000

B. Correlations for Set-2

PAQPER_F PAQATR_F PAQATV_F

PAQPER_F  1.0000  -.6564  .1847

PAQATR_F  -.6564  1.0000  -.4799

PAQATV_F  .1847  -.4799  1.0000

C. Correlations Between Set-1 and Set-2

PAQPER_F PAQATR_F PAQATV_F

SAI_AWA  -.0413  -.0365  .2528

SAI_DIS  .0889  -.0690  -.3340

SAI_REAL  -.0887  .1183  .1183

SAI_GRAN  .2978  -.1567  .2131

SAI_INST  .0579  -.0333  -.1371

SAI_IMPR  .0419  -.0626  .2551
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D. Canonical Correlations

1    .468

2    .422

3    .204

E. Test that remaining correlations are zero:

Wilk's  Chi-SQ    DF   Sig.

1    .615  20.920  18.000   .283

2    .787  10.272  10.000   .417

3    .958  1.827  4.000   .768

F. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA  -.647  -.527   .808

SAI_DIS   .860  -.125   .272

SAI_REAL   .024  -.035  -1.105

SAI_GRAN   .558  1.053  -.197

SAI_INST  -.110  -.116  -.078

SAI_IMPR  -.006   .349   .583

G. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA  -.884  -.721  1.104

SAI_DIS  1.002  -.145   .316

SAI_REAL   .035  -.052  -1.616

SAI_GRAN  1.023  1.930  -.361

SAI_INST  -.155  -.164  -.110

SAI_IMPR  -.008   .487   .815
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H. Standardized Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .474  1.113  -.602

PAQATR_F  -.392   .676  -1.297

PAQATV_F  -.949   .671  -.020

I. Raw Canonical Coefficients for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .759  1.783  -.965

PAQATR_F  -.560   .964  -1.849

PAQATV_F  -1.045   .739  -.022

J. Canonical Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA  -.523   .234   .330

SAI_DIS   .824  -.407   .209

SAI_REAL  -.429   .144  -.501

SAI_GRAN   .001   .873   .097

SAI_INST   .364  -.118   .053

SAI_IMPR  -.422   .416   .250

K. Cross Loadings for Set-1

1    2    3

SAI_AWA  -.245   .099   .067

SAI_DIS   .386  -.172   .043

SAI_REAL  -.201   .061  -.102

SAI_GRAN   .000   .369   .020

SAI_INST   .171  -.050   .011

SAI_IMPR  -.198   .176   .051
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L. Canonical Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .557   .794   .245

PAQATR_F  -.248  -.377  -.892

PAQATV_F  -.673   .553   .492

M. Cross Loadings for Set-2

1    2    3

PAQPER_F   .261   .335   .050

PAQATR_F  -.116  -.159  -.182

PAQATV_F  -.315   .233   .100

N. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Its Own Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .241

CV1-2       .198

CV1-3       .080

O. Proportion of Variance of Set-1 Explained by Opposite Can.Var.

Prop Var

CV2-1       .053

CV2-2       .035

CV2-3       .003

P. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Its Own Can. Var

Prop Var

CV2-1       .275

CV2-2       .359

CV2-3       .366
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Q. Proportion of Variance of Set-2 Explained by Opposite Can. Var.

Prop Var

CV1-1       .060

CV1-2       .064

CV1-3  .015
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